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..I\ freaky Ap~il snow ~~orm on Tuesday made-walking tQ class sloppy on-W ednesd~y morning. 
(Craig Parker photo) 
· unprepared for the storm. These 
By Ed McDaid people were seen and heard 
Just when you thought it was around campus Wednesday, 
safe to go back outside, it's back trudging through the slush 
again. That white, powdery puddles in their Reeboks and 
substance which fills our Christ- cursing their choice of New 
mas dreams and gives us so Hampshire as a home. Brett 
much fun on the . slopes has Chamberlain, a sophomore, was 
made a return visit to interrupt among the unsuspecting. 
our spring: snow. As many as "When I woke up in the 
5 inches fell in the Durham area morning," he complained, "the 
Tuesday night and Wednesday walkways were covered with wet 
morning. snow. I was able to make it to 
You would have thought it class, but my sneakers and feet 
to be done by now; especially got soaked." 
after last weekend. Didn't the The storm did manage to 
Spring Jubilee signify that the cause other· problems besides 
snow season was over, and a few wet feet. Numerous power 
spring had begun? The campus outages were reported through-
showed all the signs of spring out the seacoast area, and driv-
last weekend; carnival rides, ing conditions became danger-
wiffle ball games, people in ous. The hardest hit area was 
Jams, and, of course, the Kappa the Manadnock region, with 
Sigma Keg Toss. But as we New towns like Henniker, Peters-
Englanders should well know boro, and Goffstown. reporting 
by now, never trust the weather. · as much as 18 inches of snow. 
Quite a few people forgot this The UNH Grounds and 
golden rule, and they were Roads Crew was prepared for 
the storm, although a little 
surprised at its intensity. The 
weather reports had called for 
minimal accumulation, but a 
steady downfall causeq. the snow 
removal crew to be cailed up~n. 
. Althougr;i the storm did not 
create a big problem for the 
snow removal crew, who were 
aided by the warm weather, "it 
did put us a few days behind in 
Spring cleanup," Assistant Man-
ager of the Grounds and Roads 
Department Ron La Voie said. 
Spring storms like this are 
not all that much of a rarity. In 
1982, snow was reported ori 
April 10th and 11th, and in 
1945, as much as 5 inches of 
snow feU in Concord, NH on 
May 5th .and 6th. 
The forecast for this· weekend 
is for fair weather and clear 
skies. You might want to get 
your Jams ready. But to be on 
the safe side, you better keep 
your boots and jackets out. In 
New England, you m:ver knQw. 
'-
Inside Storm delivers 
A UNH student was-
one of 561 arrested 
at a CIA protest in 
Washington D.C. last 
week-end. 
Also, UNH will not 
follow other universi-
ties in eliminating 
SA Ts from its admis-
sions criteria. 
Se~ stories on pagE 
3. 
power shortage 
By Bryan Alexander · 
Many UNH students were 
part of 43,000 people in the 
New Hampshire area who lost 
their power Tuesday due to the 
winter storm which hit the area 
according to a spokesperson 
from Public Services of New 
Hampshire, . 
No estimate concerning the 
dollar damage this has caused 
has been released at this time. 
John Cavanagh, from PSNH, 
said the storm caused power to 
, fail at approximately 5:00 a.m. 
on Tuesday. He said power was 
restored to most areas but there 
are still over 200 work crews 
working to complete the the 
..., repairs. 
Cavanagh reported there are 
still 6,600 residents without 
power as of Thursday morning. 
Spring storms are very dam-
aging on power lines according 
, to Cavanagh. He said the· heavy, 
wet snow "breaks up trees and 
tears up powerlines." 
In the Durham area the elec-
tricity was out in the late hours. 
So for many students the power 
outage was a nuisance which 
caused stubbed toes·on darkened 
furniture and missed classes 
because of deprogrammed elect-
ric alarm clocks. 
Michael Rose, a resident of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon was one 
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Rap~ hearjngs 
begin on campus 
By Stephen Melisi and Chris 
'Pollet 
Tension filled room 127 of 
Hamilton-Smith as the UNH 
Judicial Board heard the first 
testimonies concerning the 
·events of February 19th and 
,20th, the night of the alleged 
rape of a Stoke Hall resident. 
The defendants, S,toke res-
idents Gordon Williams, John 
'Fox, and Chris Spann, al age 
20, disagreed with all of the 
charges filed against .them by 
the University. These charges 
came as a result of violations 
involving respect fo~ others 
(sexual assault), indulging in 
lewd or indecent behavior, and 
acting in concert to violate 
University rules. · 
Opened to the public, the 
'hearing began 45 minutes late 
and was hampered by questions 
of procedure posed by the de-
fense council. The councilcun-
_sisted of four student represe;;-
tativ,es, who served as advisors,. 
and three defense attorney-..i. 
present in a "passive role." .-.,. 
The questiQns involved Uni-
versity rule 12.44 (dishonesty 
before a judicial hearing). The 
defense council ·challenged if 
the use of depositions was 
applicable to a University hear-
. iqg, and also 'stressed the im-
portance of setting apart wit-
.nesses so they can not discuss 
testimony after it is given. 
The prosecution was repres-
ented by Sergeant Paul Kopreski 
and Major Roger Beaudoin of 
University Public Safety. They 
began their case by arguing the 
alleged victim, who was referred 
to as "Sarah" throughout the 
proceedings, had become intox-
icated ana was "helP,less to 
resist" her alleged assailants. 
. The two witnesses called were 
,Michelle Huzar, a close friend 
of the alleg~d victim, and John 
Prescott, the Stoke fourth floor 
resident assistant. -
· · · Huzar's testimony centered 
on her knowledge of Sarah's 
.activities and her state of mind 
,on the night of February 19th 
·and morning of February 20th. 
Huzar and Sarah had attended 
' a party at Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity at approximately 
·10:15 that evening. Sarah had 
consumed so much alcohol she 
was _dancing wildly, leaning on 
people. and posts, and swaying, 
_according to Huzar. 
· "It was like she was in outer 
,space or something," Huzar 
'said. 
Huzar said she left the party, 
at approximately 11: 30, after 
.attempting to get Sarah to leave 
with her. San;1h declined, saying 
she was having a good time, said 
Huzar. 
"I have never done that to 
anyone before," Huzar said. "I 
don't know why I did.'! 
Huzar said the next morning 
Sarah came to her room and told 
her "she had partied with the 
SAE guys . on the other end 
(wing) last night, and she 
thought she had kissed one of 
'them." . · 
She also told Huzar they had 
come to Sarah's room after-
wards and apologized to her 
· according to Huzar. 
· "But she didn't know why 
,they were apologizing," Huzar 
'said. · 
In their round of questioning, J 
. the defense attempted to bring 
:sarah' s prior b_ackground in-
,volving drinking and sexual 
·,activity into the proceedings. 
The Judicial Board decided only 
; general, not specific, informa-
', rion: be given in reference to this 
, background. This eventually led 
,to a discussion of h.er drinking 
habits. 
' Huzar said of Sa_!ah, "Usually 
· she is e.mbarrassed or shy to talk 
to guys unless she is good friends 
with them. After she has been 
'drinking, she is more easily 
'convinced to go up and talk to 
·some guy, more forward, not 
;as self-conscious." 
When asked by the defense 
. if Sarah was "in control" enough 
to walk from the fraternity back 
to Stoke and get back to her 
room, Huzar simply said, "She 
could walk.'' 
The prosecution then called 
,Prescott to testify. His testim-
ony concerned the events of 
:early Friday morning, and his 
'relationship to the alledged 
'incident. 
Prescott said he had been 
informed of "a situation" going 
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Heavy wet .;\pril snow downed p'ower lines in Durham on 
Tuesday nigh~. (Stu Evans photo) 
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Ablondi safified with year'sacCo111plishments 
~ ·-·,' . 
too s,=rious." Senate at ease." By Jay Kumar 
Last night, amidst the jokes 
and laughte.r of friends, current 
. Student Body President Jay 
Ablondi packed up his belong-
ings and cleared out of his off ice 
in the MUB. 
Ablondi was -in good spirits 
as he reflected on his presidency 
over the past year. "This year, 
I feel. we've accomplished more 
than I ever imagined ... due to 
the fact that we had a tremend-
ous amou_nt of quality individ-
uals," he _said. 
troubled Student Television 
Network, and saved the students 
thousands of dollars in the 
future." · 
Ablondi added, "Above all, 
this year we maintained a good 
working relationship with the 
administration while maintain-
ing an uny"ielding stance on 
issues dealing with students' 
committee he said. Also, "We 
finally g·ot the university to 
commit to a snack bar plan that 
the students wanted .:. the 
Senate -worked hard this year 
not to compromise on their 
position" regarding what kind 
of snack bar to get. 
Jim Griffith, Student Activity 
Fee Organization business man-
ager, said, "I think the best thing 
was how Barbara (Cerreta, the 
SBVP) and Jay worked together. 
A lot of the things they did were 
behind the scenes." 
Ablondi thanked "the student 
body for their continued support 
throughout the year," and he 
wished next year's student se-
nate "the best of luck." 
Asked for some final words 
of wisdom, Ablondi la\lghed and 
said, "Ask not what UNH can 
do for you, ask what you can do 
for UNH. After all, it''s sup-rights." 
As an example, he cited the 
recent revision to the Student 
Handbook which limited the 
deans' ability to conduct "an 
unwarranted search, making 
them accountable for their 
actions and procedures." He also 
included the voter registration 
drive, the education of students 
Ablondi wished incoming 
SBP Warner Jones the best of 
luck. "He was involved at the 
executive board level and in a 
lot of our policy-making ... 
hopefully he will build on that 
experience." 
Rob Rodler, chairperson of 
the Residential Life and Dining 
Services Committee, said, "I 
think one of his strongest points 
was that he established a good 
~orking relationship with the 
administration.'' 
- posed to be the best four years 
of your life. I don't think I <;ould 
have had a better four years." 
As he walked out of the off ice 
with a handful of files, he said, 
"Gee, if my friends could see 
me now." 
Ablondi was proud of-- the 
"very productive year" he and 
his staff had. "We greatly in-
creased student-faculty relations 
"If he gets people around him 
with half the ability that we had 
this year, he and Sabra will do 
just fine," Ablondi said. 
But, Rodler continued, "He 
was most admired for his poor, 
· tasteless jokes which kept the 
... -the painstaking budget pro-
cess resulted in only a 3 percent 
· increase in the Student Activity 
Fee, the lowest increase of all 
mandatory fees,"· he said. 
He also cited the fact that the 
government "put an end to the 
-abo~t the USNH budget, -and 
the efforts in getting money for. 
the budget. 
Another importa-nt accomp-
lishment for Ablondi include 
the fact that UNH gained a seat 
on a joint UNH/Ourham town · 
Richard Estes, who has, 
known Ablondi since his fresh-
man year, said, "I think he's 
done an exceptional job ... He's 
always wanted to improve on 
rhe status quo." Estes, a former 
senator, added, "He keeps a 
perspective, but he never gets 
Write news for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and ·have your 
· name in print 
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Correction Sound off against noise pollution. 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollute. 
Forest Service, U.S.D.A .. FIi 
I 
The source of the money to pay for d;ie snack bar 
was incorrectly reported in Bryan Alexander's story 
last week. The money is coming from a special 
project account from Dining Services not the 
Residential Life reserve account as reported. The 
New Hampshireapologizes for any inconvenience 
this mav have caused. Student body president, Jay Ablondi moved out of his office 
Thursday, to make ·room for newly elected president W,arner 
.. Jones. (Craig Parker photo) . 
NEWS· 1N BRIEF 
Hockey Federation bars 
BU player 
Scott Young, 19, Boston University'~ right ~ing 
from Clinton has been suspended from rnternat10nal 
hockey including the Olympic Games for 18, months 
for taking medication for a common cold. . . 
Young was one of the athletes tested. The results 
showed traces of ephedrine, a stimulant found in 
nasal decongestants but it is on a list of banned 
drugs banned for Olympic sports,. Young was taking 
Sinutabs to relieve congestion. 
Team manager Art Berglund said, "It's a simple 
over-the-counter medication. We were aware after 
the game that Scott had taken the Sinutabs, but 
we were told it would be no problem. That's why 
we're so shocked." 
The Amateur Hockey Association of the United 
States will appeal the decision, arguing that the 
drug is not performance enhancing and Young took 
it without realizing it was prohibited. 
InJant quit Soviet Union · 
An American woman married to a Soviet man 
$aid yesterday that $oviet authorities recogni~ed 
the US citizenship of their baby. There was a quest10n 
ias to whether the infant might .not be allowed to 
leave the country. . _ · 
Soviet officials stamped "foreign national" or 
1the four mon~h old daughter's passport ~nd ~ranted 
1the infant exit papers for a weekend tnp with her 
11nother to Sw~c\e~, . l, , ~- , "I -. ·"., • , , •. 1 , l ·, ·, 
Sinking of f~rry 
after mixup 
Because of a misunderstanding between two crew 
men, the British Ferry capsized off Belgium, killing 
182 people last month. The bow doors were left 
open because a boatswain left the area of the bow 
doors because he was certain his assistant would 
return and close them. 
The water frushed in through the bow doors and 
caused the ferry to sink in less than one minute. 
Fund-raiser from White 
House aided Contras 
A conservative fund-raiser, Carl Channell, pleaded 
guilty Wed. of conspiring with Lt. Col. Oliver L. 
North to illegally use money to arm Nicaraguan 
rebels. He used the money which he himself raised 
froi:n tax-deductible co,ntributions with direct help 
from Pres. Reagan and North. 
Channell conspired with "other" to violate tax 
laws that allow people to contribute ·money to tax-
exempt foundations and deduct the gift on their 
tax returns. 
Channell identified the former White House Aid, 
_North, as a coconspirator but did not mention 
Reagan. · 
" ._ f • _ , .. , ,._ ,t >, 4 I l , ,., .,, ~ ~ • 
An American engineer 
.killed -in Nicaragua 
> 
The soldiers of a Nicaraguan army acknowledged 
Wed. that they killed an American engineer bu1 
said the death was an accident of war and blamed 
the Sandanista government for allowing him to 
work , there. 
Benjamin Ernest Linden, 27, .of Portland, Oregon 
had been singled out and slain by US-backed contra 
rebels. 
American colleagues of Linden joined S~ndanis~a 
officials in blaming the Reagan administration 
for his death. 
Linden was killed Tues. near La Camaleona, 45 
miles from the Honduran border. 
Goetz had intent~ 
to murder 
Bernhardf Goetz told police in a .recorded 
statement played at his trial on Wed. that he intended 
. "to murder" the-four youths he shot on a subway 
car. 
When he surrendered on Dec. 31, 1984 to police 
in Concord, NH, he said, "I admit, for those guys 
all this time, I wanted to do the worst possible thing 
that a human being could do." · 
Nine days earlier, Goetz drew a gun and sho1 
four young men he said were trying to . rob him or 
· thesubwav. ,' ·_\ ·, i. 1.,· , ,_, . 1.: ·,. ,·.1. 1,'."~ '.'.'• 
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UNH students join 
in Q.C. peace rally 
By Adrianna Tompkins out from the student section oI 
About 60 UNH students went the walk. 
to Washinton D.C. last Saturday, People on the sidewalk 
April 25, for a peace rally noddedandclappedalongsh~w-
opposing US foreign policies ing their support for educat1on 
in Cen-tral America arid South · over weapons. . . 
Africa. The rally began at 9:30 a.m. 
The main organizer, Mary _with speakers and singers. The 
Fagan, heard about the rally legendary Peter, Paul and Mary 
appeared to sing "Blow in' in 
-- rhrough COCA, the Committee the Wind" and "If I Had a 
on~ Central Amrerica. At -first, 
Hammer." Other bands kept the 
only one bus was rented for the crowd entertained while waiting 
trip, but soon another had to . h Id h 
1n t e co , wet wear er. be rented according to Fagan. 
"I was surprized to get that Most people didn't start mov-
much positive response from ing towards the Capital for a 
UNH students - n was very couple hours. Baxter said he was 
good. We even had to turn disappointed with this. 
people awa:v.," said Fagan. "It was pretty well organized 
Among the students attend- but we had to wait so long. The 
ing was Carole Renselaer, a .'rally at the Capital had already 
senior fine arts major who went started so we missed a lot of the 
to show her support. k " 'd B t ''I've been working with the spea ers, sai ax er. 
issues represented there for four Renselaer agreed. "I think the 
years now. It's encouraging to organizers have to get people 
see so many"others also doing ·moving faster, three people 
so. The more bodies there, the through the gate at a time is not 
h ff " 'd R enough," she said. bigger t e e ect, sa1 ense- The march drew all types. 
laer. · · 
d f h i,-~--••J:..4,!11 People from Korea played in-Flo Ree 'a res man;-,.c;;:,u. t1~, struments and drums while 
same. "I wanted to be able to · 
students supporting the Uni-do something, about the -way I d 
feel about US foreign policy: versity of El Salvador displaye 
banners. Three veterans for The rally was a boost in my 
commitment for the peace move- peace rode down on the buses 
with the UNH students. No ment," she said. 
h ,Business as Usual, a group The police estimate t at at 
,4 p.m. there were 150,00_ o opposing government policdi~s, 
made an appearance doing 1e-
protestors although many news- - ·ins, song~ and chants. A man 
_papers reported lower -numbers. . on tall stiles dressed as Uncle 
Mike Tritter, a sophomore, said Sam strolled around trying to 
he believes this is a problem. bribe people with fake guns, 
"A little better planning and money and cocaine. 
definitely more media covering A chant of "Ronald Reaian, 
could have brought the message - he's no good, send him bac to 
much further," said Tritter. Hollywood" was heard. How-
Chris Baxter, sophomore, ever, the President had gone 
agreed. "The press coverage away for the weekend of the 
wasn't too good. The Washing- rally. · 
ton Post put the rally coverage · This did not bother protesters 
in a back section of the paper," according to Kristy Markey. 
said Baxter. "Although Reagan skipped 
Among chants of "peace and off to California, we ;:ire not 
love now," "hey hey ho ho, discouraged. The US govern-
apartheid must go," a student ment sli.all be accountahle for 
cheer was heard. "Money for its -crimes," said Markey. 
tuition not ammunitjon" rang 
Admissions sticks 
with SAT testing 
By Marla G. Smith SAT from its admission process 
us loads of UNH students went to a CIA protest last week-end in Washingt~n D.C .. (COCA 
photo) 
Student bagged in protest 
By Frank Moore -
Mark Hamilton, 22, Econom-
ics major, was the only UNH 
student of the 561 non-violent 
civil disobedience demonstra-
tors arrested this weekend in 
Washington D.C. protesting 
U.S. involvement in South Afri-
ca and Central . America. 
Hamilton flew alone to Wa-
shington D.C. Saturday morn-
ing. "I felt stongly about keeping 
America and our money out of 
South Africa and Central Amer-
icra," Hamilton said. 
Hamilton was arrested at 9:50 · 
a.m. Monday as he and other 
protestors sat blocking the south 
entrance to the Central Intel-
ligence Agency headquarters in 
Langley, Virginia. He w3:s 
charged with "obstructing free 
passage," a misdemeanor. 
A 66 year-old man, whose 
only prior arrest was at a 1969 
civil rights protest in Detroit, 
and 68 year-old woman joined 
Hamilton as they were hand-
cuffed and hauled away to an 
awaiting paddy wagon. 
. "The, police came over and 
. tapped me on the shoulder 
informing me that I was under 
· arrest," Hamilton said. "They 
asked if I would come peacefully 
and I agreed. They told me to 
stand up but when I refused, 
they--<lragged me away." 
According to Hamilton, the 
Fairfax County Police Depart-
ment, which guarded the south 
entrance of the CIA headquar-
ters, was "relaxed and extremely 
cooperative." 
Demonstrators at the north, 
south and service entrances sat 
chanting such songs as "USA, 
CIA out of Nicaragua" and 
appealed to nearby CIA workers 
to "come join us, help stop the· 
killing." 
To emphasize the merciless 
and indiscrimate killing of 
innocent lives, e-ach pr.otestor 
hung a cardboard sign around 
their neck with the name, age 
and cause of death of war 
victims, according to Hamilton. 
The weekend consisted of 
135,000 protestors marching 
along Pennsylvania Avenue 
Saturday, filling six traffic lanes 
from the White House to Cap-
ital Hill, a distance of L7 city 
blocks. One protestor was ar-
rested for crossing a police line 
during the march. 
On Sunday, protestors were 
handed information pamphlets 
describing protest guidelines 
and helpful hints dealing with 
possible arrest procedur~s. 
Reverend Jesse Jackson and 
Actor Edward Asner ·were two 
of the many speakers who 
addressed the demonstrators. 
Daniel Ellsberg, credited for the 
release 'of Pentagon papers 
concerning the CIA story behind 
the Vietnam War, was one of 
the . protestors arrested. He 
stated that the CIA might in-
stigate an incident in Central 
America leaving President Rea-
gan with an excuse to invade 
Nicaragua during the American 
troop manuvers in the Carri-
bean Sea, planned for May. 
According to ex-CIA worker 
and protest speaker John Stock-
well, the CIA is responsible for 
the post-Vietnam secret war 
strategy of the Reagan Admin-
. istration. 
Hamilton's trial is tentatively 
set for May 27 but actions are 
being taken to present all of the 
protestor' s pleas together in one 
case. 
"We can't let the American 
public watch the CIA run their 
own foreign policy," Hamilton 
said. "No matter what you do, 
do something t9 make your 
opinions heard by the politi-
cians." 
Bush controversies persist 
Many colleges nationwide fifteen years ago, and more 
have dropped the SAT (Sebo- recently Bates College, Union 
las tic Aptitude Test) from its College and the University of 
admissions process due to in- Wisconsin at Madison made it 
acurracies in the ex~~-~ optional. Two weeks ago Mid-
ing to Stan- F'tsh, direc dlebury College made the test 
admissions-, UNH will continue optional in exchange for five By Paulina McC. Collins as a presidential candidate aµd The "Students For A Non-
to examine perspective stu- achievement test scores. Prior President Gordon Haaland's does not intend to give a pol- PartisanCommencementSpeak-
dents' SAT scores. to the. change Middlebury ex- announcement that Vice Pres- itical speech." said Abbott. er" do not plan to disrupt the 
Although UNH does hot amined SAT scores and three ident George Bush will be this "Students F O r A Non- graduation ceremonies by act,ive 
base its admissions proces.s · achievement tests. year's commencement SJ?eaker Partisan Commencement Speak- demonstration but will use 
solely on SAT scores, it is taken "If substituting achievement · has brought about a vanety of er" (S.N.P.C.S.) is a group which passive forms of protest to sho,w 
into consideration,.according tests is the proposal, then I think different reactions among UNH believes that a political figure their disapproval at the process 
to two UNH administrators. it's a step backward," Fish said. students. should not be allowed to have used this year in selecting Vice 
"I don't feel we're in the "The ques·tion is 'What is the 'Some students are concerned. the opportunity to use UNH President Bush. Possible means 
wrong position. The SAT is like substitute?' " with President Haaland's choice commencement for "personal of a passive protest which have 
a messenger," Fish said. "It gives According to Anne Grosso, of Vice President Bush because gain." The S.N.P.C.S. has fo- beer:i suggested among ~he 
us news. Instead of killing the ' public affairs director of the he is a political figure and it is _ cused its attention on changing group members include wearing 
. messenger, we need to find out College Board in Manhattan, so close to an election year. Some th_e selection process which arm· bands, wearing buttons, 
the reasons why there is a New York, "In the last eight. of the graduating seniors feel enabled Bush to be chosen. hanging ban9ers, or turning 
problem (low test scores) and or nine years 400 colleges have . that Bush will use their gradua- "President Gordon Haaland's their backs during the com-
deal with it constructively." · added the SAT to their admis- tion to make a politiql cam- suggestion to have a list of mencement speech. 
Vice President of Academic sions criteria." paign speech. possible commencement speak- "Wearing arm bands would 
Affairs Richard Hersh agreed. Currently 16,000 colleges and Will Abbott, Political Direc- ers generated by the student not be a personal attack on the 
"I think the SAT is one of many universities· use the SAT, which tor for the New Hampshire senate was a majo_r break- Vice President," said Christine 
ways of testing that is • useful, is 75 percent of all four-year Campaign Staff, supporting through in working to change Connerty, "but rather a way to 
as long_ it isn't used as a sole or colleges in the U.S., Grosso said. George Bush said he does not the process for future years," show our objections to the 
primary decision in admissions Fish said he will fight to keep think that is the Vice President's said Peter Spiegel at las~ Wed- selection process.'.' _ 
criteria" he said. the SAT in UNH's admission intent at all. nesday's S.N.P.C.S. meeting. Representatives from "Stµ-
"Th~ SAT is one of many data process. "We're a public uni- "The University invited him "The basic CO?,Se~sus o_f the dents For A Non-Partisan Com-
points UNH'uses," Hersh said. versity. If we drop the SA T's as the Vice President," said g~oup members, said Spiegel, me.ncement Speaker" met with 
"It' a use~ul pi<:ce ~f inf?rmation and substi~ute the achievement Abbott, "to address th~ c~m- . "1s that we do not ~ant to o_ffen~ r:> 'Y,{ .' , 
1 
, .~ _, , _, l · 
~ and predicts certain things well. · i · 1 ,. · •·. ·, • , • r .- ~ , , , , r • -m€RG"'(Jl~(lt. HC} was .noJ ,l,Q\!,IJ~--.. , ~-~~C.,9#~,tJ .Sf19¥~9Pi,.s,e9-J.~f .. ~~- "*. J3JJ.~JJ,. Pilg~ )5,., ~·~·•' • ,.- #. 1 · ~ - . / 
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10NTHESPOT 
If you won the contest to switch 
position's with President Haaland for 
a day, whaf would you like to see him 
. dO that you would do? . · · 
"I'd want him to go to the 
Mexican Fiesta Day at the 
dining halls and fold his own 




'Td like to see him chain himself 
to Gov. Sununu's desk in protest 
;of the inadequate funding for 
'the UNH systems." 
I . 
1 
K ristey Markey 
·· Junior 
English 
:"I'd like to see him get a 
satisfying meal at the dining 
hall, and afterwards stand up 
and shout 1Mmmm, Good!'" 
Michael Spencer Day 
Freshman 
Communications 
1 11/'d like him to go through the 
-pre-registration and registra-
:tion, including picking alter-
:natives." 
_ Kathy Haden 
Sophomore 
English Teaching 
~ .............................. , .............................. ~ .................. ~ ................................................ , .......................................................................... , ................................................... ,~ .......................................... , ...... ~l 
. I .. · q)ICK POULIN CO.UNTRY .. i 
I . COLLEGE GRADS I 
i - _, Stop in to Dick J}oulin Chevy /OldS in i 
I Rochester and find out how you can I I . purchase your ~ow~ ve~icle and establish \ I 
I your own credit with little or no money I 
i down!! It's easier than you think. Selected i 
I models will be sold at invoice prices on I 
i . Saturday, May 2, 1987 and 13 inch RCA i 
i Color TV will be given out with eVery i 
~ ' ~ 
~ · . delivery!* ~ I *TV off ~r is c>n/y valid I i · ~~re::~~%~,::~~~~~ -::,.e,, Lv,1,pie!e CcstccE, So ,s'a;t,on is 0ur ,1 Priority- i 
;11111 delivery of the vehicle. - · .· ' , · ~ 
i' ' . 
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Professor to speak on space 
By Edward L. McKey 
Today George Field, member 
of the U.S. National Commis-
sion on Space and the Robert 
Wheeler Willson professor of 
applied astronomy at Harvard 
University will speak on "Space 
Technology: Future Directions" 
at 7:30pm ,in McConnell Hall, 
rnom 208. 
In his lecture, Prof. Field will 
report on the U.S. National 
Commission on Sp.ice - its 
recommendations for the future 
direction of the national space 
program. He will explain the 
Commission's suggestions for 
the program to be strengthened 
by settling on a long range 
objective - for instance, the 
establishment of permanent 
colonies on the moon and Mars. 
The Commission also sug:. 
gested establishing several se-
condary goals, such as the ad-
vancement of science, the 
development of resources, and 
overall international cooper-
ation. Support should also be · 
given by supplying· the financial 
resources necessary to meet its 
goals. 
Professor Field has taught a~ 
Princeton University, the Uni-
versity of California-Berkeley, 
and at Cal Tech. He has served 
as Director of the Harvard .:. 
Smithsonian Center for Astro-
physics from 1973 to 1982. He , 
has served on advisory commit- · 
tees for the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration, 
the National Academy of Scien-
ces, and other space science 
related committees. 
Field received NASA's Public 
Service Medal, as well as the 
Tired of your old record collection? 
,·in The 
New Ha111pshire 
ONE GREAT F 00D & 
BEVERAGE MANAGEMENT 
NAME DESERVES ANOfHER. 
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS 
FOR U.N~H. MAY GRADS 
MARRIOTT. There's no finer name in food service and no better 
company to help build your own solid reputation in food and 
beverage management. ' 
What we offer is far from an ordinary job. The career standards 
we've established for ourselves are very high, and yet, they're. easy 
to meet and even exceed because of our concerned interest in your 
development. This enlightened approach to nuturing careers is part 
of a 60-year-old Marriott tradition we call "The Personal Touch:' 
Management opportunities are available in: 
□ Health Care Services □ Business Food Services 
□ Saga Education Services □ Auxiliary Services 
□ School Food Services □ Conference Centers 
□ Canadian Division 
Interviews May 4....: Sign up in Placement Office today 
ADD YOUR NAME TO OURS. 
Sixty Years of Hospitality 
1927-1987 
Or, send your resume to: Marriott Food Service Management, 
ATTN: Phil Belanger, Manager of Employment, Marriott Drive, 
Dept. 819.UNH, Washington, D.C. 20058 
Smithsonian Instituion's Cer-
tificate of A ward for Exception-
al Services and the Joseph Henry 
Medal. He is a member of 
several committees, including 
the American Astronomical 
Society and the International 
Astronomical Union. His re-
search is concerned with the 
dynamics of interstellar and 
intergalactic matter. 
Field's lecture will be the final 
lecture in the G.T.E. Space 
Technology and Human Values 
lecture series. The lecture series 
has heen made possible by the 
Institute for the study of Earth, 
Oceans, and Space, the U.N.H. 
Center for the Humanities, The 
Technology, Society, ang Values 
' Program, The G.T.E. Founda-
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Hair And Skin Core 
For The Famlly 
35 Main St. • Durham 
868-7051 
Write -Forum Articles 
The New Hampshire 
~ ,t I ., T _. 
An equal opportunity employer, M/FN/H 
CA.LSNDAR 
FRIDAY~ MAY 1 , 
New Hampshire I11;~ernational Se£!linar-"F?reign ~rade and · 
American Industry. Norman S. Fieleke; Vice President and 
Economist, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. 1925 Room, 
Alumni Center; 4 p.m. 
Trivia Night-Contest featuring music and general trivia 
broadcast over WUNH (91.3 FM), 6-8 p.m. · 
GTE Foundation Lecture Series-Space Technology and Human 
Values, Part IV, Future Directions. D_r. George B. Field, Senior 
. Physicist, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. Room 
208, McConnell, 7:30 p.m. · 
University Theater-"What Men Don't Tell Women." Johnson 
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. · 
SATURDAY, MAY 2 
Baseball-at University of Hartford 
UNH Spring H~)fS<=; Trials-Riders from thro1;1ghot:t New 
England compettrig rn dressage, cross country, Jumping and 
staclium jumping tests. <;;reen Acres Stable, Dover, 8 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. Open to public. 
University Theater-"What Men Don't Tell --Women." Johnson 
Theater, Paul Arts, 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
SUNDAY, MAY 3 
UNH Spring Horse ·Trials-Riders from throughout New 
England comP.eting in dress_age, cross country ju~ping and 
sq.dium jumping tests. UNH Horse Barns, 8 a.m. to 4" p.m. 
Operi to public. 
Honors Convocation-Fie'ld House, 2 p.m. · 
MUSO Film~"Children of Paradise." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 10: 15 p.m., students $1, general $2. 
Lecture-"The Church in El Salvador and Nicaragua." By Father 
Jose Alas, a Catholic priest working 'Yith the poor in_Nicaragua, 
who was exiled from El Salvador rn 1980 followmg torture 
by death squads. Room 208, McConnell, -8 p.m. 
UNH Concert Choir and Symphonic Band-Johnson Theater, 
Paul Arts, 8 p:m. 
MONDAY, MAY 4 
Outdoor Track-at Easterns 
Spring Children's Theater Event-"Matt and Lulu." Hennessy 
Theater, Paul Arts. Through May 9. Call MUB Ticket. Office 
for more information, 862-2290. 
TUESDAY, MAY 5 
Student Recital #7-Bratton Recital _Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m. 
Baseball-vs. Plymouth State College. Brackett Field, 1 p.m. 
Concert-UNH Chamber Chorus and Renaissance Brass 
Quartet. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
, . ·.. '---=---=--_:.;..;...;..;... __ _;_ __ ___......___ 
CAJ.ibtQAR lN·FOR~A TION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
:. · THE' O,FFICE OF STUDENTACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Obsertce '4eadline_s ori· proper forms> 
GRADUATES! 
LEARN ABOUT. 
CAREERS IN TRAVEL! 





AFFILIATED WITH CRIMSON TRAVEL SERVICE 
CAIIBBIDGE, 11A 617-547-7750 
AND 
N&SBUA, NB 603~888-7200 ' ; · · ' ' ' 
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OTICES 
CAREER 
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by Career Planning and Placement. Small group 
workshop designed to help you identify your career 
goals. Wednesday, May 6, Room 203, Huddleston, 
4:30-6:30 p.m. Sign up in Room 203, Huddleston. 
.GENERAL 
CAMPUS GAY & LESBIAN ALLIANCE SOCIAL 
GATHERING: Meeting to regroup, redirect, and 
refresh. Sunday, May 3, Room-304, Horton SSC, 
6p.m. 
EXAM PREPARATION: Sponsored by Non-
Traditional Student Center. Presented by TASk 
Center. Are you overwhelmed by the amount of 
studying you inust do for finals and the lack of time 
available? Come and learn the most effective way 
to organize your time and materials for sanity and 
success! Monday, May 4, Underwood House, 3-
4 p.m. 
LESBIAN AND GAY RIGHTS IN NICARAGUA: 
Sponsored by"Campus Gay and Lesbian Alliance. 
Slide presentation and lecture on the\changing 
social roles of Nicaragua's gays and lesbians since 
1979. Monday, May 4, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, 
MUB, 7:30 to 9 p.m. 
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Articles that the Office 
of Student Activities has accumulated from the 
Lost and Found Dept. will be on sale. Wednesday, 
May 6, Front of Grafton Room, MUB, 9 a.rn. to 
3p.m. 
AUDITIONS FOR THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
NOT ABLES: If you are 'interested in singing with 
the Notables, attend the information meeting on 
auditions on Wednesday, May 6 in Room M219 
of Paul Arts at 7:30 p.m. If uhable co attend call 
Colleen Sprague at 868~-5527 for more-information. 
ECONOMIC ,ISSUES OF WOMEN IN MUSIC: 
Sponsored by Music Dep~. Presented by Judith.Tick, 
Professor of Music at Nor~heastern University. 
Wednesday, May 6, Philip Hale Room, Paul Arts, 
3:10-4 p.m. · 
PEACE VIGIL: A gathering of concerned people 
- to discuss viewpoints and upcoming events. 
Y Thursdays·, T-Hall Flagpole, 12:30 p.m. 
1 
HEALTH 
The following events are sponsored by Health 
Education Center, Health Services: 
SAFE RIDES: A service for students that provides 
s.afe transportation home for drivers under the 
influence of alcohol and/or other drugs and/or 
those riding with them. Thursdays, Fridays, and 
Saturdays, 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Call 862-1414. 
AL-ANON MEETING: Individuals affected by 
another's use of alcohol and oth~r drugs are 
· welcome.Mondays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m. 
NARCOTIC ANONYMOUS MEETING: Individ-
uals concerned about their drug use are welcome. 
Tuesdays, Wolff House, 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MEETING: Dis-
cussion presented by guest speaker Abidi Saftar, 
-will focus on Human Rights abuses in Pakistan. 
All are welcome. Tuesday, May 5, Room 128, 
Hamilton Smith, 7 _p.m. 
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT-
TED.TO THE OFFICE OF STUD£NTACTIV~ . 
ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines· · 
oil pl'OJ)er forms); 
The Maine Di11er, Rt. I in Wells, is now 
accepting applications for these positions: 
Line Cooks -
Prep Cooks 
Positions include Housing! 
* GOOD STARTING PAY 
* EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS:!1:111:1:1111111:11:11:1 
Call (21)7)646-4441 mornings. 
::::::::::::::::i:. 
Ask for manager. 
······················~······················· : · CHAMBERMAIDS : 
. . 
: NEEDED . : 
• • : Ogunquit Summer Hotel. : • • 
.: Salary and tips, free room. ! . ./ . 
: Call (207)646-8801 or write to Mr. David DeBassio ·• 
• • . • Box 697 ■ 
: Ogunquit, ME 03907 : • • 
: (Include dates available and phone number) ; 
~·····~········································ 
5:18 P 7:20P 
6:18P 8:20P 
Ablondi pressures 
board· of governors 
By Bryan Alexander organizations were disgruntled 
Legislation presented from with the board." 
Student Body President Jay In a letter to Albondi, Michael 
Ablondi propos·es that the Twomey, chairperson o_f the 
Memorial Union Board of Gov- Board of Govenors, expressed 
ernors drop its independent sentiments to the contrary. 
status and become a council of "A properly set up Board can 
the student senate. · handle this procedure (space 
The MUB board consists of allocation)-smoothly," wrote 
a faculty mel!lber, a PAT staff, Twomey. "The Board can han-
an alumnus,Jeff Onore (director die this procedure sufficently." 
of the MUB), and 15 students. Ablondi said the MUB board 
The board controls the every had once been a successful 
~ day activitities of the MUB and independent board when they 
is in charge of the space allo- followed the guidelines for 
cations of the student activity personal. He said the board now 
offices every spring. consists entirely of students. 
Ablondi said he was unhappy Ablondi said that the senate 
with the workings of the MUB is the official body representing 
board after last spring's space the students, so now that the 
allocation. Abloridi said the board should be under the 
MUB board was not involved student government umbrella. 
enough with the student organ- , "When you see the chance for 
izations to know which ones a more effective student gov-
deserved which space. ernance," said Ablondi, "you 
· "The problems that stemmed go for it." 
'from last semester stemmed Ablondi said he did not feel 
from the inability of the the MUB board would s11p_Rort 
members of the board to rec- ' the transition because of pride 
ognize the office ·space needs . even though the acts would not 
of the students on the bottom take effect .for a few years. 
floor of the MUB," Ablondi "They don't want to give up 
wrote in a letter addressed to their perception of power," said 
Dean of Student Affairs}. Gregg Ablondi. · 
Sanborn. In his letter to Ablondi, 
"The selection process," Twomey said he was not for the 
wrote Ab!ondi, "did not provide annexation to the senate. But ' 
a membership that was know led- he said they would be for making 
gable in this area. Hence, the changes in the board structure 
situation arose in which many which would "provide fair re-
student lea,gers from student presentation for all students 
· -- · who use the MUB." 
12:35 P 
1:35 P 
12:30 P 2:35R 








Subscribe to The Wall Street Journal, 
and enjoy student savings of up to $48. That's quite 
a bargain, especially when you consider what it 
really represents: Tuition for the real world. 
!To subsaibe, call 800•257-~; Ext. 1066 toll•tree7 
I Or mail to: The Wal\Strttt~oumal, 5003rdAve. W., Seat1le, WA 98119 I 
I [~r·:;~Sw,·,~d .. ,$26 Dl~:i:.'~"'~:~.:::::.,. ~ I 
*Durham passengers make transfer 
I S-··-'~w.ill·~~."·::- I 




OA ,S Unlversltyn-ter 
· ... ~,, iJl.1986-87SeasonPresencs 
-'l'!e' 'l the Premiere ol 
ft I~ ' WHAT MEN DONT 
. TEU. WOMEN, 
Based _on the Book by ROY BLOUNT.fr.;Adaptedand 
Directed by David Magldson. Eldon Johnson Th&ter. 
• Isabel and Harriet Paul Creative ~s Center. 
University ol New Hampshire, Durham. Preview: April 2 7 at 8 p.m .• 
Evening Performances: April 28-30. May I· 2 at 8 p.m., Matinees: April 29 at 
2 p.m.; May 2 at 4 p.m. General: SS. UNH Students/Employees/ Alumni and Senior 
Odzens: S4. Pl"elltew: sz. Reservattons:862·2290, Dlnnern-ter Package-
Friendship Inn , · 
ews Writers W ante 
at 
The New Hampshire 
....--SAT---
( continued from page 3) 
with the application fee ($15 
for in-state), just the process 
of application for admission 
would be$ 115," Fish said., 
The cost to take the SAT is . 
$11.50, compared to $19.50 for 
· each achievement test. 
Fish said the SA T's are an 
instrument to "help m.easure 
a student's developed learning 
skills." · 
The Scholastic Aptitude Tests 
were once Scholastic Achieve-
ment Tests. However, according 
to Fish, colleges began to realize 
they weren't supporting "less 
privileged backgrounds." Col- · 
leges, trying to identify the less · 
privileged and minorities, ac-
quired new exams to measure 
skills - aptitude instead of 
achievement. 
Prep schools such as -Phillips 
Exeter Academy and . Boston 
Latin School based their curric-
ulum on teaching for the Scho-
lastic Achievement Tests. "Now 
it's much harder to coach ap-
titude or learning skills than 
knowledge," Fish said. 
"It's more democratic ·to 
measure skills than knowledge," 
Fish said. "If the real reason to 
<lrop the SAT' s is to be more 
democratic, why test students . 
at all?" 
Mark Safire is a senior at 
Brown University, and official 
spokesperson of Students 
Against Testing (SAT). The 70 
member student group, founded 
in the fall of 1986, has been 
researching the Scholastic A p-
titude Test for nine months. 
"It's (the test) become a 
crutch," Safire said. "Admission 
offices are afraid to look for 
qualides such as the subjective 
opini'on of teach~rs ·and high 
school counselors, high school 
grades .. ~nd interviews. The 
SA T's mislead more than in-
form ." Sizer appeared with 
Students Against Testing on the 
Today Show last Wednesday. 
Safire urged UNH students 
to form an association. "Our 
group at Brown has received 
solicited support from profes-
sors, administration, and admis-
sions," Saf ire said. 
Dr. Theodore Sizer · is one 
supporter to Brown's Students 
Against Testing. Sizer is a . 
former headmaster of Andover 
Academy, and dean of Harvard 
Graduate School. He is currently 
chairman of the education de-
partment and a national figure 
in education. "The SAT is being 
used as a totem. The test is 
greatly and grossly overused and 
its wisdon is greatly and grossly 
,overemphasized.'' •. 
Sizer calls the test "unneces-
sary" an biased against women, . 
the poor and minorities. 
The book College._ Board Sta- . 
tistiq; College Bound Students 
states families with an income 
of over $50,000 reach a com-
bined score of 99.8, 'while. those 
from families between $6,000 
and $12,000 average only' 824. 
Women score approximately 
61 points lower than men na-
tionally, yet they have higher 
G.P.A.'s in all four years of 
college. · 
"Don't be mystified by the 
scientific nature of the test," 
Sizer said. "The validity is by 
no way cer~ain." 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR 
YOUR LIFE 
American Heart 
1s; ,·. Associatioo~. 
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PAGE SEVEN 
-POWER--
(conrinued from page 1) 
stµdent who fell victim to the 
electric clock syndrome. 
"I was sitting on the toilet 
listening to the :radio, when I 
he~rd. it was 8:55 instead of 
7:30," said Rose. "I had to-cut 
it short." · 
"·I was an hour early for class," 
said Clint Bogard a Stratford 
House resident. "It threw my 
timing off for the whole day 
because I missed that hour of 
sleep. 
Many students found the 
world without electricity to be · 
something difficult to get ac-
customed to. • 
"A lot of . us were typing 
·papers," said Susan Kennedy 
,,from Delta Zeta sorority. "We 
~re using electric typewriters 
so\we couldn't . finish any of 
them. Our electric blankets went 
off Jls?, so ~e froze to death.''. 
This attempt'to build a snowman was aborted as Tuesday's snow melted too quickly. (Craig 
Parker photo) 
ow ; 
, .... . ··-· ·,., .. . ······•·· ,•, . 
The American Express® Card can get you virtually 
everything from a 1V to a T-shirt. Or a tuxedo. 
From Tulsa to Thailand. So during college and after, it's the 
perfect way to pay for just about an}thing you'll want. 
How to get the Card before graduation. 
College is the first sign of success. And because 
we believe in your potential, we've made it easier 
to get the American Express Card right now. You can 
qualify even _before you graduate with our ~ecial 
student offers. For details, look for applications 
on campus .. Or just call l-800-THE-CARD, and ask 
for a student application. 
The American Express Card. 
Don't Leave SchooJ Without It~~, 
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Library holds bizarre bake sale to raise dough 
By Robin Santo 
To those of use who are not 
art or music majors, the concept 
of "Dadaism" -an early 20th 
century movement that mocked 
tr.aditional concepts of art by 
creating seemingly pointless 
art- may mean very little. 
. But all of us, regardless of 
major, could enjoy and appre-
ciate the significance of the 
bizarre "da-da" event that oc-
cured Wednesday in th~ Granite 
State Room in the MUB. 
· This event, organized by an 
informal group of concerned 
faculty and students, was in-
tended to raise money for the 
library. The star attractions, 
"inedible food" and "inaudible 
music" were meant to symbolize 
all the "unreadable books" that 
are in the library because the 
library does not have the money 
to purchase them. -
_ Margot Clark, an art profes-
sor, cal_Ile up with the idea for 
the fundraiser. She thinks that 
this approach will r~ise aware-
i1ess because it is using humor 
to point out a really serious 
_ -situation. "It's a bad joke,_like 
the library budget;''qark said. 
· D~spite all the fun and games, 
the serious undercurrents of the 
event came through clearly to 
Jhe responsi;v~ audienc_~ that~ 
,attended. Tpe sixty people there 
l~ughed wholeheartedly when 
-the program opened with a 
drum roll from a drum clearly 
labled "ON LOAN FROM 
KEENE STATE -MUSIC LI-
BRARY." Mary Rasmussen, a 
professor of music then re-
moved the drum from the state 
mutteringy "United parcel Ser-
vice. Sorry, sor-ry,.'your .time is 
up." . ·. . . . 
The humorous tone of the 
event is in keeping with the 
concept of a "da-da" happening, 
which is a form · of protest 
against a kind of superficially 
logical set of assumptions. Mas-
ter of Ceremonies, WilliarQ 
Mosberg of Electrical Engineer~ 
ing, ga.ve what resembled a 
standup-comedy routine at the 
show's onset. Breaking the ties 
with conventionalism, he poked 
fun at various people and pol-
icies at the University, evoking 
hordes of laughter as he ex-
plained how wond¢rful the New 
Science and Engi11eering Build-
ing on campus is. "No," he said 
after teasing the university 
administrators, "They've tried 
to be helpful. Take the New 
Science and Engineering builq-
ing. It's really a very impressive 
building. From the outside it 
looks like a Masonic temple, but 
when you go inside it looks more 
like the Hyatt motel. I think 
they're renaming it the Temple 
Hyatt." 
The several objects that _were 
on sale at the "bake sale" were 
made and donated by students 
and faculty of the art depart-
,'FOR SALE 
FIRST PRINTINGS IN A J"LANTIC MONTHLY 
.tHENRY DAYIDTHOREAU . 
·1"ne; 1862-"W.Jking"-130 
· Nou, 1862-"Wild Apple"-120 
Oa, 1863-"ufe Wilholll Prin&iple"-130 
-Nou, 1863-"Night 11nd Moo,,Jight"-120 
Dec, 1864-''The High/.,nd ught"-115 
R. W. EMERSO~ 
~ 
A"g"st 1863-''Thor11"""-l20 
.E. E. HALE 
D11c, 186Y'The Man Wilbolll A Co""1,y"-l50 
}.'W.HOWE 
Feb, 1862-"&lltle Hymn of the RepllhlK"-120 
Call after 6 p.m. 868-5697 .· 
. RECREATIONAL EMPLOYMENT 
Summer positions are available in the heart of the White 
Mountains. We are looking for number of responsible people 
to assist in canoe and kayak rental program. Prior experience 
is not necessary. Outdoor work and the opportunity to learn 
to kayak and dnoe makes for an enjoyable summer experience. 
' ~ , Liwited h~using is available. 
r.:r., Saeo·Bound: 
Canoe & Kayak 
Rt. _302 Box 119 Center Conway, NH 
03813 603-447-2177 
ment. The smaller of these of the main reasons for -the art major said that she felt the 
objects, which included traffic inability of University funding collection was biased. "There's 
jam-a jar of motor oil and auto · to adequately cover library not a wide select-ion of books 
parts, plas·ter eggs, micro-chip expenses 1s the totally unexpect- from different countries and 
cookies, root beer with a plant ed fall of the dollar and the rise periods other than the typical 
· root growing out of it, and many of price for periodicals, espe- renaissance stuff," O'Riorden 
others were sold at tables at the cially foreign journals. Vincent said. · 
front of the room. Larger items, said that the library had to send . Abby Lourie, a junior, feels 
such as an inedible ginger bread 20. 7 % more this year for' its the problem lies in the avail-
house and a · giant fruit salad overall expenses. ability of a c9herent succession 
were auctioned off by Mosberg. While Vincent emphasized of books. "There aren't a lot of 
With the enthusiastic emcee that every library in the country recent books," she said. "There 
spurring them on with shouts has felt the crunch of this steep is no progression of years." 
of "Going once, going twice ... " increase in expenses, UNH has Most of the fervor at the show 
· all the objects were sold from the added problem of a state and sale was focused -out of the 
the lowest . budded · object, a government .that has chosen to art and music department, al-
marble pizz~ pie that went for ignore the library. The governor though the benefit was for the 
.• $7, to a giant, papier-mache pig recommended no money in his library as a whole. Most of the 
·which sold for $32. capital b'udget of either the students .arid faculty there 
· All the money raised will go library or the field house. Vin- ~eemed to believe that the 
to the library. But the little bit cent said that the library is library is seriously deficient-
collected there is only the tip presently not purchasing cur- . when it comes to the support 
of the iceberg. Margot Clark rently produced material, in- of the arts. Attached to a cla-
hopes more -than anything that eluding periodicals. "We might vichord upon which Mary Ras-
the event will raise cqnscious- . have to cancel periodicals," he mussen was to play a piece 
ness. "We hope that everybody said. · .-. . •: inte-nded for a grand piano was 
will write to' the admini.stration Many of th'.e .students who a sign reading, ((STUDYING 
about the needs of the ]ibrary," attended the :function were MUSIC OUT OF THE UNH 
she said. · concerned with the · library· be;. ;·LIBRARY IS LIKE PLAYING 
Donald Vincent, the Director cause they ha,;e-b~en 'unabl~ ttr CHOPIN ON THE CLAVI-: 
of the library, was at the everit. find books on~particular sub- -_ C.ij:ORD." Rasmussen- ex-
Vincent aclqiowledges that one jects. Kelly O'Riorden, a senio.r ·]:>la\n<:!d that when y-ou pl~y a , 
· · piec~ by Chopin .intended for 
the gro,.nd piano on a clavichord 
you frequently run out of keys, 
making•it impossible ~o play the 
pi_e~e ·cq-tectly. , 
With'1umorous events like 
. these, -th'e "da-da" happening 
proved to' be enjoyable. The 
serious i~sue, however, was 
constantly being · aµdressed: 
Clark emphasizes that the grav-
r.lllf ity of the situation is hot some-
y 1~ thing that can be overlooked. 
"" , "People don't\ seem tp see that 
· a 'bad library mea;ns a bad 
school," she said~··~:.· 
-Glar-k also -pointed out -that 
not only does 'the library have 
inadequate funding for books 
and periodicals, but that it does 
not have enough mo~ey to buy 
. the compact shelving·unc.e,s_saiy 
to provide more space. 
etters tot e e 1tor s ou 
e · typed and signed, and 
ust include an address 
nd telephone number for 
erification. 
Address all mail to: 
The New Hampshire, 
Room 151, 
■ ---~M~U~B ... --~ · A book thief was hung in effigy to raise inoney at the library's • 
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When isa job ~tbantheSIDllof itsbenefitS? 
Add it up. 
Ask people what they like about 
working here. and.you get a l9t of 
answers. 
Like learning all about micro-
computers. Plus free studded snow 
tires in winter. Plus overtime bonus 
drawings for skis. vacations, bicycles. 
and gift certificates. Plus rapid 
advancement. Plus comprehensive 
medical/dental insurance and free 
health and exercise programs. Plus 
the chance to be on the hottest 
basketball team in Southwestern 
New Hampshire. 
It all adds up to a job worth look-
ing into. 
Apply yourself! 
Here at PC Connection. we work hard 
hours, often long hours, and are well 
paid for our efforts. But. frankly. we 
· enjoy ourselves too. 
And, you don't have to be a 
computer whiz to get a· j9b here. You 
bring the enthusiasm. we'll provide 
the training. 
We're primarily looking for tele-
phone sales people (soft-sell-you'll 
be giving advice, not trying to con-
vince people to buy). But we also 
have openings for administrative 
assistants, secretaries. and shipping 
personnel. so. if you're interested in a. 
career working with microcomputing 
professionals in a challenging. smoke-
free environment. call 603/446-3383 
to arrange an interview, 
PC Connection 
6 Mill Street. Marlow, NH 03456 
603/446-3383 
PC Cohnection, Inc. is an equal opportunity employer. 
" •I•• f - - 1' • , ' • • 
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. GRADUATION CRUISE 
ednesday May 13th 8 p.m.-midnight .CongrCJtulations to ·· 
Grab tickets now.! (They're going 
fast!) for: · _ · 
buffet dinner 











NEEDED, PART-TIME/FULL-TIME IN 
DURHAM/PORTSMOUTH AREA. MUST 
BE OUTGOING .& ENTHUSIASTIC. EX-
PERI:ENCE NOT NECESSARY. CAR 
·oelta Zeta 
. HELPFUL. $200 TO $500 WEEKLY COM-
MISSION, BONUSES AND COMPANY _ 
CAR FOR TOP PRODUCERS. 
for 25 years at UNH 




Bo~ 6185, Mancheste-r, NH 03108 
OR CALL (603) 645-4204 TODAY! .,. 














. ' . . 11, 
' . 
ARRENHEIT 
·.···. NEW MAN 
1'2:30-5:30 i~Tl!JJlFl[l>)AW u ~~W. 'PJTIHI 
(BEHIND FI_E~D HOUSE) 
....._ ...... 
N: IN- FIELD HOU.SE 
Ji! ... ,. • -- • 
.. -.• ,_• I"; _. ,- JI' # fT y ~ °7 ,f 1' ;,,o 
I ' 
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.....----·HEARINGS----
_(continued frorµ page 1) 
,on in the room of Fox and wete "slow and lethargic," and 
,Spann, by Linda Black and Laura that she was "like a big mound ' 
· Trask, around 2:30 a.m. Fox had of- jello" as she walked away 
talked to Black and Trask prior from the room out the fire door 
,to this _reg~rd)~g what w~s into the sta1rwell. 
,hap_pen10g 10 his room said Sarah later came out the fire 
, Prescott. door on the other end of the hall 
. . There ~a.s , "urgency_and se- and went fo her room, said 
r10usness l'.n their voices, ac- Prescott. 
,cording to Prescott, as Black and Fox and Spann had become 
_Trask told him, "some drunk concerned, according to Pres-
1girl was being taken advantage ,cott. "These guys told me they 
1of.'t were going to. go talk to her," 
"I went down more as a friend Prescott said. He said he had 
than as an RA" Prescott said. known them to be "responsible 
"I merely want~d tQ talk to the ,ret~r:_~ert and was "basically 
residents of the room. I was sattsfied, that they would take 
concerned -with all the individ- ·care of the situation. 
1uals in the room." · '. The next morning, Williams 
' Prescott let himself into the ,came to him and told him he was 
!room after receiving no re- :genuinely s<?rry a~out the eve~ts 
•sponse to his knock. According iof the prev10us rnght accordmg 
'to Prescott, in the poorly lit ,to Prescott. . 
'room he could see Spann watch-- ! Prescott said he was ap-
'ing two prone figures on a _proached late Sunday afternoon 
'bottom bunk bed. Prescott' said by Huzar, who was conce~rted 
lie could not make"out exactly about Sarah and the apologies 
'. who the figures were or exactly of .~he men. . . 
'what they were doing. I was under the im_press10n 
When asked if he heard an- that when they apologized they 
·yrhing from the room before ·· would have t<;>l1 he;, why they 
,entering, Prescott_said, ·t<No: w~re apologiz10g, Prescott 
I didn't hear anyone say, 'It's said. . . 
okay,John,' and I didn't hea·r Prescott.said he _went to see 
anyone say, 'Help.' " Sarah, askmg her if she k_new 
· Prescott was motioned to what had happened that rnght. 
'leave the room by Spann, but She said she didn't, he said,. so 
'he didn't, and got Spann to com:e ,he told her she had been with 
lout according to ·Prescott. P:res- th~~e men. _ ,, . 
·cott said he asked if the girl was - ',. She fell blan~, _Prescott said .. 
1passed out, to which Spann , I asked her agarn if she rem~m-
1replied, "No, but she's very -bered anything from that rnght 
.drunk." · and she said-no." 
; "I told him do you u-9,de_rstand ' Pre~cott said he got Sarah 
1
that· wh!1-t you are d~mg could 'together with another Stoke 
;be_ considered rape, Prescott 'resident· assistant,Jenq Horton, · 
.said. Spann became concerned ,who is familiar with acquain-
and said he wou.ld get her -out, ranee rape. · . 
1and w~nt back 10to the room "Jenn's immediate concern 
,accordmg to P~escott, . .· . 'w'as to get her to Hood House," . 
. Pr~scott said he then went 1Prescott said. ·, 
fo!ther down ~he hall and waited 
I 
Public Safety ultimately be-
wi~h some residents of the floor. :came involved late · Sunday 
,Fox came ~ut of ~he room, "kind ·
1
oight, having persons 'Y,rite 
- ,of celebratmg, giving everybody . statements as to what they saw 
;high-fives" according to Pres- and heard" -on the night irt 
,cott. · · question. 
Prescott said Fox had told There was in the room where 
1them "he had a train going in all wrote their statements, "a 
1his room," and to go down there lot of anger that something like 
;"if you wanted to-get lucky." ~ . that could have gone on," Pres-
. Fox also "insinuated that cott said. 
,Gordon (Williams) had oral sex . All sides had no further 
1with her" according to Prescott. 1questions for Prescott and the 
1U p to this point, Prescott said, 
1
hearing was recessed until the 
'"I hadn't seen G01;don at all." ,next night. 
After that Sarah came out of · Since on-ly two witnesses 
,the room, said Prescott. 
1 
testified in, the four hour -pro-
, "We were all'astoqished that 1ceeding, and, according to Wil-
ie was her,'! Prescott said. "I Iiams' defense attorney, Rod 
didn't picture Sarah to be iri that 'Caron, there are approximately 
position, so I was as ' shocked as 121 more witnesses, the hearing 
anyone." )is far from over. · 
Prescott said her movements 
The Registrar's trailer was the site of trantic last minute pre-registration, which ended Wednesday. 
' ' 
(Stu Evans photo) 
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. camera including 
thenew autofocus 
Seattle Film Works has-adapted Kodak's professional Motion 
Picture film for use in your 35mm camera. Now you can use the 
same film -with the same fi.ne grain and rich.color saturation-
Hollywood's top studios demand. Its wide <;!Xposure latitude is 
perfect for everyday shots. You can capture .special effects, too. 
Shoot it in bright or low light -;-at up to 1200 ASA. What's more, -
it's economical. And remember, Seattle Film:Works lets you choose 
. prints or slides; or both, from the same roll. 
Try this remarkable film today! . · _ . · ·. 
"I have never seen.. better pic~u. s. And I !rave been .taking pictures . 
for many, many years. Am 1 Yo sold!" _ 
· Justin Buckley 
Panama City Beach, FL - -'1-.·- -- - -~--- -
I FREE•-Offer I D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera. I I'd like a 2-roll starter pack including Eastman _5247® and 5294~ Enclosed I 
1 
is $2 fur postage and handling. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
1 NAME _________________________ _ 
I ADDRESS--,------------,----- -- I " 
I CITY _____________ STATE ___ ZIP======== I 
, MEMBER 
I Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks 2471 ~ I r,,;.._ DtllECT 5vv Third Avenue West, P.O. Box 34056 - IURIIETIIICASSOC1ar,a1 I Seattle, WA 98124 . Lookforthissymbolwhenyoushopbymail. I· 
Kodak, 524 7 and 5294 are trademarks of Easpnan Kodak Co. Seattle FilmWorlcs is wh~llv'S<'P311!-te from the,manufacturer. Procc;ss _ECN-II . I. a.;t=-·-.r•iHtyfromot~~rbbs: 01;;;~ ~ -:>- /·~: :· ...... --- '. 
Tu.,esdt f s -\~~~;JfJp.p~ ·~~l\1¥,1P,·~lsrr~''J?~ i1li ln~ PJ~N?9 !~~e .. n, ,~ \ • •. ~ - ., ' ,. ' a • : ' : • • ' . • ·• .\:~. ' ' .:~ r ' . - - ,. • ' . • •• 11··~ ¼Mt;U_.B •. 1c~·r'a··•·0"Pa~'r'k'~e' ~r.,; p~ h
1o"'Ato•\' .... ,. "'~.- ;\31-,.:r-., H ,. V '"~ ,\ ~ i., \.\.}_\"¥,..\,¥.i.f;.~'l-~3 .' ~ \f,t\,:(,.,~·.\\~,.;\\. ;;'f;,,'!!;."P.$ .. ~tJ.~i,,&fr~'I ~~,\"'l,\\~11,\'l',; ... ..,·~·,.,\ ~..,r;':~)~li\;;f_-,:t,.-t1u.,,,C~"~"t' ~-,,.~};1,,\·'-;: ~'Ji"' ·· ,. , "' ,,.,,_.'! '}' J.""'~i;Jl.,e>''\',.·':":'.'t. ,~•,"is.,;: -* ,,}'._ -~ = - ! ~ I ' ~ ,'., .. . c: ► \~· -·• f.r- • ,- .i-. ·.;.•Jif _·.,9:. ~ .. ;;:. ~'-;' ,~'' ' L~-1,S·tr~-~ -?,J; .,~-~t,~:-"--~'! .,:t.,l1•-.f;,~ ·•\· ,1.,t-~ :" · 
- . ' 
I 
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J\lp~tt fflttu Qiqapter 
~tti&irsitu o-f ~tfu ~umps-qir.e 
The New Hampshire· Graphics -Departmellt 
---------------------------------~--------------------------. ' .... • 
IS 
-----~------~-----.NOW H I RI NG --------------~---, ... . . . ' : 
. creative, dedicated, people 
to d9 advertising design and layout· 
next semester 
' ) 
Training to begin immediately 
This is a paid position . 
Stop by Room 151 in the MUB . 
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Student wills. day as Haaland 
Terry Allard (center) won the "Switch with Presiqent Haaland" 
lottery. The sponsors o f the switch are represented ·by P aul 
Murphy (!eft) nf Sigma Nu, and Christine Haslam (right) of 
Alpha Chi Qwega <Crajg Parker photo} 
W,rit~ for 
The New·· _Hamp shire 
and h·ave _ your name in 
·print 
By Beth Ineson 
Terry Allard, a junior com-
munications major, is the 
winner of the "Switch with 
President Haaland" lottery put 
on by Sigma Nu and Alpha Chi 
Omega to benefit the American 
Cancer Society. 
"I was so suprised," said 
Allard. "When I bought the 
ticket- I didn't think I would ever 
win." 
Someday next week, Presi~ 
dent Haaland will meet with 
Allard in his office. Haaland will 
then attend. one of Allard's 
classes while Allard remains in 
the off ice ·and assumes the role 
of president. 
According to Dan DiBiasio, 
executive officer to the Council 
o(_Presidents, after their switch 
they will m·eet for lunch .with 
the presidents of Alpha Chi 
Omega and Sigma Nu and 
discuss the· events of the day. 
The final event will be the 
formal presentation· of a ch~ck 
for $650, the.proceeds from the 
raffle, to the American Cancer 
Society. , __ 
Allard is anxiously awaiting 
the switch, even though she will 
not be able _to choose which 
clas·s~s· the president will ~ttend. 
She gave DiBiasio a copy of her 
schedule on Tuesday, and Haa-
land wiH attend the class that 
best fits. his schedule. 
· 'Tm kind of disappointed," 
she said. "I had two_classes I 
-wanted to send him ·to,.group 
process and advertising." · 
In Allard's group process 
J 
class; groups meet after the 
professor lectures.in class. "I 
thought it would be especially 
interesting for him to meet with 
my group." · · 
Allard is not sure what her 
stay in President ·Haaland' s "' , 
oHice will entail, but she does 
know what she wants to happen 
afterwards. "I would just like 
. to talk to him, hear what he has 
~ -, s a y, a n d t e 11 h i m my 
!fiews," she said. 
Paul Murphy, service chair-
man for Sigma Nu and organ-
izer of the event feels the switch 
wiU·strengthen the relationship 
between the president and the 
students: , 
According to Murphy, 
"This: is a subtle way to get -
students in touch with the 
University," Murphy said. · 
- " Pre-regi~tration e~~ed Wednesday but th~re · ~re ~ti ll l-in~s to l~ok forward to in September. 
, (File photo) ir - - · · ,_· - -·- . , , . . ;I 
LDDK 
AT THE WOR-LD 
ARO.LIND Y·O_U 
1
, ESci 595 O - "Our Chtmging Climete" 
£Sci 595 Q - "T61es Told by Rocks" 
- ESc1 595 I - "Evolution of MountBins" 
ESci 595 D - "Life of. the P8st" . 
Prof. Mayewsk1 
9)2 - 9/25 
Prof . Laird 
9/28-10/19 
Prof. Bothner 
1 0/ 2 1 - -1 1 / 1 3 
Pr,of. Tischler 
11/ 16 - 12/9 
For the f 811 semester the Dep8rtment of E8rth Sciences 
Bnnounces 8 sequence of one-credit modu18r courses 
designed to introduce 8 vBriety of ttmely topics 
. Bffecting us Bnd our e8rth. Modules will 81so be 9ffered 
during the spring semester. 
C18sses will be limited to 20 students. 




For more informetion, see Herbe,r.tTischler, Cheirmen, -
Eerth Sciences, J8mes Hell ~m .. · (4 l 
.· ·- -, )":' ::- . , ... ·.:~tr:..r ... .-,i 
WHY DON'T YOU 
WRITE AB.OUT --THEM 
IN 
··. The New·Bampshire 
Stop by room.:.T5l in the.MUB 
for :more 'information. 
~ ; ~ ... ~ 
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UNH 
GRADUATES· 
Are you thinking of a position in 
DATA PROCESSING? 
Are you searching for career growth opportunities, 
competitive wages and a comprehensive benefits 
package? 
Are you interested in staying in the New England 
Area? 
If your answers to these questions are YES, then you 
may want to talk with us. We currently have openings. 
for programmer trainees in our modern Data Processing 
Center located in Portsmouth, N .H. 
Candidates should send their resume to: 
LIBER1Y • . 
· MUTUAL.'11 
Ms. Paula Estabrook 
Asst. Director of Hiring 
Data Processing. Admin. · 
225 Borthwick Avenue 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 
· Liberty Mutual Insurance Group 
Equal Oppc:>rturiity Employer 
The New Hampshire 
needs .... 
writers & photographers! 
• get your name in print!!! 
• gain ,valuable experience!!! · 
Both _ are paid positions. 
No experience ·ne.cessary 
-we will train! 
Stop by rm. 151. in theMUB! 
, o.li)·.tO ,J:~~·•~,t},.f,.;, .. -l'.·,fr•P.(;·A•lf~Z'f(:~r.1•';1t'~-;.~-~-j,:-i) •',·.:-·..., _#., \l-~"tL~•,1,jiti.,i'~J'"- .. 
TELEPHONE TAPELINE 
a service provided by 
_Counseling & Testing Center 
and -Cool Aid 
Are you feeling the ·effects of academic pressures? 
Are you feeling anxious and stressed out? Do you 
find yourself una~le to meet academic and personal 
commitments? . 
I_f you answered yes to any of the -above questions_; 
maybe COOL-AID TAPELINE can help you. 
-- ,- Dia1 862-3554 any night .from: 6:00-12:00 __ pm and 
a Cool-Aid member will a_ns:wer the phone. Select 
tape 30 which discusses Anxiety, tape 33 which gives 
. advice on handling fears, tape 38 which discusses 
coping with stress ot tape 37 which explains relaxation 
techniques. The· tapes run about 6 minutes. If you 
have any questions, don't hang up when the tape 
is over, and a Cool-aid member .will .come back on 
the line. 
Want to work in th~ suD and· lie OD the beach ._· 
this summer?· 
Jo~s are available in Newburyport/Plum 
Island area, MA fQr full time summer 
e'1tployment. 
No-experience necessary-will train. 
Housing will be provided 
. Contact Tom Boughan 
1 SchNl Street 
Dover, N.B. _ 
749-5147 
or <•)-346-4649 . , 
PAGE FOURTEEN 
Editorial 
Bring back· the beer 
I heard the thumping of live music in -
the MUB Pub on the floor above me as I 
worked on this issue of The New Hamp-
shire. I took a walk upstairs to· check out' 
the band, which turned out to be nothing 
spectacular. But what was amazing, actually 
it was a shame, was there. were only threCr 
people in the pub. 
You don't have to be ·a real old timerat 
UNH to remember when the Pub served 
beer, and also served up great bands from 
Portsmouth and Boston to enthusiastic, 
· dancing crowds. It was only last year that 
the MUB Pub was packed with students 
from the dorms, off-campus, out-of-town, 
the Greek ho.uses and the undergraduate 
apartments. Students of legal drinking age 
could hang out there with their friends who 
weren't of age. To a University-so concerned 
about diversity, the MUB Pub was a truly 
diverse place. 
But it was the mingling of legal age and 
underage patrons, and the lax adherences 
to the laws against serving to minors that 
lead to the unceremonious closing of the 
Pub in one of the highly criticized decisions 
· made last summer. As a waitperson in the 
MUB Pub fast year, I can attest to the look-
the-other-way -attitude of -some qf the 
waitpersons. Like any other . drinking 
establishment people tried to skirt the laws 
by faking identification, forging "drinker" 
stamps, or by just knowing the waitperson, 
attempted to get served alcohol. 
These are serious offenses, especially 
to a Jiquor commissioner, but not grounds · 
to close the MUB Pub. They are grounds 
to toughen up and enforce the laws. Pub 
managers must carefully check I.D.' s at the 
door, and clearly stamp hands to differ-
. entiate between the "drinkers" and "non-
drinkers." Waitpersons must .be held 
responsible for looking for the appropriate 
stamp. Additional managers could be hired 
to watch the crowd for .under-age customers 
who try to drink illegally. Most importantly 
it would have to be made clear to the MUB 
Pub employees the importance of the 
responsible execution of their jobs. 
Strict enforcemeqt of the drinking age 
laws has allowed pubs at other universities 
to stay open. Exchange students from San 
Diego State University said their pub, 
''Monty's'', successfully caters to patrons 
above and below the legal drinking age. 
SDSU exchange student Frank Moore ., 
said Monty's employs students to walk 
around the puq and check, ____ for illeg~l 
drinking. Moore said the floor walkers wear 
green Monty's t-shfrts and are "very low 
key." 
"Students respect (the strict enforcement 
of the drinking age), because, they know 
the consequences," Moore said. 
UNH students know better than anyone 
the consequenses o.f not having a pub on 
campus. The closing of the MUB _ Pub has 
left a huge hole in the fabric of the 
community at UNH. There is no place to 
have a few beers before you catch the next 
Karivan home; no place for a truly diverse 
cro~s-section of UNH students to congre-
gate. The thumping of live music is a scarce 
sound, and usually falls on an empty pub. 
The privilege of serving beer at the MUB 
Pub should not be taken away the way a 
parent takes a : toy from a child, with a "if 
you can't play right, you can't play at all" 
attitude. True, some students can not play 
fair, but ·make them accountable to the faw, 
just like in the real world outside the 
University. · , 
Beer should be returned to the Pub next 
semester, and should be a priority on the 
agenda of the newly elected senate. Students 
should speak up and demand to be treated 
like the adults they are. . 
- . ;C . . 1c:· .-:., •• O . 
No/1-renewal 
system that is completely without If we assume full-time work to 
bias. A system without some bias be 37.5 hours/week (as is the case 
is a dreamer's view in today's world. with figuring benefits for staff), 
Chris Heisenberg's friendly then Wulf must believe that lnstruc-
amendment to the bill assµred a tors spend fewer than 28 hours per 
To the Editor: student majority on the non- week teaching their two classes. 
shire (March 10, 1987) were errors Finally, I did say that the US torm 
in recording or editing my state- of government is a "constitutional 
ments on the Iran-Contra scandal. : democracy." The standard texts in 
If my friend Mr. Cu_llimore had American government and the 
talked w"ith me briefly before political science profession define 
writing his letter to th~ editor, he the US as a "constitutional demo-
. may have decided that his letter was ·10 your editorial on Tuesday April renewal board at all times. Heisen- I invite Mr. Wulf, or any member 
28, you presented the paper's view berg recognized a need for student of the ·system administration, to 
on the senate's non-renewal bill control over this process. At the examine the work schedule of these 
unnecessary.. 
cracy." 
Thank you. Clifford J. Wirth 
which passed by a substantial , same time, he did not lose sight of Instructors. This examiniation will 
margin. The view you put forth was the fact that the Residential Life show that teaching two sections .. ------~-------------------
one that was taken by many of the system needs some control over this of writing cours.es requires more The New Ham_ p' shire 
opponents to the bill who were process. There is a lot of room for than 28 hours because -Instructors 
outnumbered more than three to ' education within this new system, meet individually with each student 
one. so,mething that the Judicial Board each week. The writing program . DAVID C. OLSON : Editor-in-Chief 
The senate's ,vote represents the obviously lacks. at the University of New Hamp-
student's support of such a plan as All in all, the editorial was not shire has earned a national repu- PETER A. KATZ. Managing Edi tor JOANNE MARINO. Managing. Editor 
it was presented by Residential Life in touch with the students' view tation because of these weekly MARLA G. SM ITH, News Editor ROBERT BOSWORTH-. News Editor 
and Dining Services Council Chair- and shows a lack of understanding conferences. In addition to these RICK KAMPERSAL. Sports Editor JAMES CARROLL. Features Edi1Jr 
person Robert Rodler, pure and for the overall necessity of a conferences, Instructors teach dur 0 STU EVANS. Pht;tto Editor CRAIG PARKER. Photo Editor 
simple. There was a question as to separate board, a board controlled ing the scheduled hours, they serve KRISTEN RUSSELL. Business Manager 
whether; _this plan shou!d be "tack_ed by students and as a last resort to as mentors' to new teaching assist- CARRIE F KEATING. Advertising Ma1:1ager 
on" tp Judicial Board but in the first an educational process. ants, and they run the weekly staff 
presentation of this bill, student . · Chris Pollet meetings. The job simply cannot, · Advertising Associates Stephanie Norton 
representatives from the Board Member of the Residential Life be done in 28 hours. · Chr,s Germain JLoisAansn,nSacthraambier 
Joseph Nelson 
assured the senate that the Board Dining Services Council The reclassification of instructors Paul Ratcl iffe Jenn,fer Wh ite 
did . address these cases. Dean in our department saves the Uni- Asst Business Mgr. ~hotographers 
Kidder, in various meetings, made versity only $5,400 a year. That is ~r;i~l~t1~~nMgr. ~~~:~nAb8i:t~?i;,r 
it known that these tyPres of cases .£.• what .it would ·cost to restore full · Tracv Parv e; r Debbie Corcoran 
were not addressed. 1n our eyes, this Bene.11t S benefits to the instructors. 1 l,lrge ~:~•~~~:-\~ditor , ~~~\?::r~~e 
meant that a totally separate board the University to make this com- Copy Readers Maria G. Smith 
was necessary for objectivity. mitmeht. ✓ ;,; rro ' ::;r· .. ;,' · Peter Tampos1 
As to the notion of "institution- To the Editor: Sincerely, C :: s"''' ·. ~~~~~~i0a~i~;siStant 
alizing biases" of RA's and HD's Your April 28 article ("Instnic'.. Thomas Newkirk- 1.r or "'' - ,, staff Reporters 
, we as a gr:oup explored the process tors Lose Benefits")v:eports on the · Director, Freshman English ~~~u~' ~~i;~/" · ~~~nc~\!xander 
through which HD's and RA's were rationale Gary Wulf, System Vice, Bry::;n 1- uar,,~,,r Arthur Liz1e 
chosen (what qualifications were Chancell_or, used to deny full be- m· h News Brief Editor Frank Moore 
) Th f h k t Li sa Sinatra Reporters necessary · e act t at stuc out nefits to the En.glish Instrunors. . · JT. Graphics Managers BryaA Alexandfn . 
was thanhe majority of HD's have Wulf claims that benefits should - Debt:J1e BE: l1a ,anr. 1; Joanne Bourbeau 
their Master's degree or are working reflect the percentage of time spent To the Editor: ~~~1;~~ ~ 1:~;~;~~ts ~:~;;~~~~\;: 1d 
te>ward it; and vi€wed their roles on the job, and that they should be · I am responding to a letterto the Came Br; unr_;c, Steve Ciarametaro 
in the residence halls as educational available to those who work a editor (April 3, 1987) by Mr. Bill . . Caroiyn East r·,ar Cara Connors 
ones. 'By no means is this system minimum of 75% of full time the Cullimore. ~:;~~:~:ttr" 0 ~\~agib~ Cote · 
Chris -Heisenberg 
Beth Ineson 
. ·Jay K•umar 
Arthur Lizie 
Pau11na McC. Collins 
Frank Moore 





















. without the threat of "potential Instructors are now classifi~d· as Most of the e.rrors which Mr. Da v,d K:ri,J: 1 Mike Duval 
. biases," but there is no SfStem, be 67% time and are therefore denied C1:1Jlimore a.ttributed to me in a Patricia L,,.~_i ,,, '; Micha(;ll Fogerty .. , . , . , , .· . , , , , , 
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UniVers·itY Foru,tn 
The demiSe ·of U.S. morality bj!Michae/Rose 
The morality of Ameri-can policy towards, In many social movements which take power, there, and blending the two into a parliamentarian republic. 
Nicaragua has changed irrevocably: the deception is traditionally a period of terror. The Soviets, · · Their economic system is to the left of Britain and 
has been unmasked. No longer can the Contras,. · Chinese, and Cambodian states come ' to mirid. . totherightofChina,neither~fwhichwe·are·making 
be portrayed as "freedom fighters." No longer can : However, the Sandanistas practiced none of this, war on. 
the onus for the war_be pl~~ed on the ?andinista~. : \ andinstead,grantedamnestytomanyoftheNational Well, the reasons are many. He may be a tool of 
No longer can Amencan cmzens_ remam apathetic · t\Guardsmen who-proped-4p the dete~ted Somoza American business that seek to lose profits as their 
abou.r Central America. For on Tuesday morning, :11 ' .regime. This may have backfired, however, in that poverty wages become rejected by revolutionary 
· the seemingly amoral counter-revolutionary Contras A J up to fifty percent of the Contra force is composed . movements. Or, he may not know what is going 
threw five hand grenades at Benjamin Linder, an . 1 of these men. · on. He may really have met rich gentlemen at the 
Americanengineer whose sole' crime was designing ~:.\ . Then why the war? Why has Reagan (and North, request of North, shook their hands, and thanked 
hydroel~ctric plants. That is part of the ~raged_y. (: \ Poindexter, and a host of other "freedom figh~ers".) them for "·supporting democracy in Centr~lAmerica" 
Worse is that the shrapnel that -lodged itself in t declared a covert war on a government which 1s without knowing he violated the UN Charter, the · 
Linder·~-body :was paid for with Americ~n tax dollars- \ .. __ II'_,~ OAS. (Organization 0£ American States) Charter, 
-a p.ort10n of mcome from every Amencan. ( · . -- __ ....,...... __ -'--- US Law, and God's Law. Or thirdly, he may be so 
Ronald Reagan (who is a Contra too, and thus . . __ _ -~ _ _ locked in an psychotic fear of the Soviets that he 
guilty of murder) has done all he can to topple the . . - • ~ -- · , can not but help see the world in black/white terms. 
Sandanist governm~nt. L~t us lo<_)k a~ his purpo_rt_ed · "' _ ~"8.1~ ~\,_ ', \:uA~~ After all, wh·en discussing then Senator John 
reasons _for the a.rnmosity, which is now official 
1
~ w"-f,U-'"r:,To,-i .r>.. Kennedy, Reagan.wrote to a pal: "Underneath that 
doctrine. First, the Administration cited evidence ,,, · ., - , , '- ~ boyish grin and touseled hair are the ideas of Karl 
by the President's Commision on Central America ~ ~~ - , ' Marx." Need I say more? I might add that not a 
th~t t~e revolutionary'Sandan_ista ~overnment.was / i' single Western European NATO ally has joined 
shipprng arms to the guerrillas rn _El Salvador. 1~ -=•~_,,, olir condemnation of the government of Nicaragua. Secondly, Reagan labled the Sandantstas as Com- 1"' : ~ When w'e imposed an embargo on them, the obvious 
munists, _a~d un1er Sov_iet domination. Fur~her, /· '{~ ~~~~~~l~I communist-supporting countries of Canada, Britain, 
the Admrnistrat10n claims that the Sandantstas ,~~~~.,,- France, West Germany, and Sweden filled the 
terrorize and brutally repress thier own citizens. I' vacuum . 
. He states that the Sandanistas ·need to repress the . Thus, in a final analysis our policy is obscene. 
people because they (Sandanistas) are unpopular. But don't believe me, that would be worse than 
Each of these lofty allegations is wo,rthy of comment: l . believing Rea·gan. Look it up yourself. Study the 
What would you call a government that had · ' · w 11 •• -·7-situation. Question your assumptions. In 1984, I 
overth~ow':1 a h~ted leader, is leftist in nature, and -~- . - ,. __ -·, . . _ . = ·· ~~~favored more aid to the Cbntras. In 1987, through 
has soltdanty with other movements who also seek _. /.. _ ~ -~ ,i·-ff -~ l! ir\1 ·:. ?'studying, I still favor aid, but .to· the Sandanistas. 
reform in their nation. If you are Ronald Reagan ;~ l 11 1 _ """~ \~.,..., "'""--r--:, ·:~People can ch;rnge our,governments abrogation -...... 
(God forbid), with a myopic view of \a bipolar world, ,, 
1
,~,,,, tJ 1~ A.~ M 1\ \'@ ~ i?ii . _ of its responsi_bil-ity, even little_people li_ke Y<_)U, 
you call them communists. Or you could call them , 0 1 1, 1 1 IJ 1 ~ ,t~_.ti . ~me, and Ben Lmder. If you are tired of bemg lied 
the Sandanista party, ~ho sent ~ sma!l amount of •; 14 . ,• . ~ ft-:., ~ ff-i~ _,:i·:~·: - :..· , _-.: to, work for an end to "Terror aid" nex.~ fa_ll. If 
arms to the Salvador an guerrillas rn the early , ;, · ~ 1 :f?. ~t i,JJJ ~,~~ . - -~ you feel that random murder of people rn fields 
ei&hties. Th_e aid has stop~ed, mainly out of a J~~mf!j__~, ~~=zr·-· . ' _ and_ in schools_is not a legiti~ate mea1;1-s ~f foreign 
unilateral desire by the Sandamstas to end the Contra ::...... ...:: ,:_::.: ·::_ __ :=:.-.- ";-_ -- -~--:-~_--=- . policy, work with us. If you thmk Amenca is a noble 
war. _, _ ---.::. -::- _ .. =--- _:~ : .. -· ~ -- · ---== - - -- · ~ --- and good Eountry, work with us. Write. ten letters; 
Since the Sand~nistas are no-t expansionist, 1 '\ L -- - ~~- - · .. ~ - --cc.=~ ·join a fast, contact Witness for Peace and visit 
perhaps_ they are "commies" because of their _1, ·, J;/7 ~ - ~:.::::--_ ~"}- _ ·Nicaragua, go .._t? a COCA meeting, o_r just rea~ a 
economic system. That must be the reason why · _ _ ~~-~~~le<~- book. Do anythrng, but d? not remarn apa~hetic. 
we fund the Co1:1tra~ (violating every known concept ~--==~-~-=r--__,..~~~-~~~ ,-.=: , -- / _ Th?se_ of_Y:qu wh~ _feel unmt~rested, u_nmottv~~ed'. · 
of self determrnat10n). Yet a closer look reveals "\.--1:i A -~ JJl.1,11r1.4tUA0r msigmfteant, fear not. It will be decided for you. 
that sixty percent of, the land is privately owned, ~ -~ .. ~ ~ ~- silen~e means co_nse°:t. The_ killing of innocent peo~le 
and produces roughly the same amount of Gross -=--~- . I by hired mercrnaries will go on. And you will 
Domestic Product. Hotels, farms, land, restaurants, increasing literacy rates, building schools, and contiQ.ue to pay for it. 
and other economic ventures are owned by hospitals while increasing the standard of livi_ng'. > The stories of terror are not new. Unfortunately, 
individuals. This hardly suggests a Marxist-Leninist What we are left with is a government with a strong the death ·of an Ame~ican son bri-_ngs the tactics 
regime. It sounds hardly like a Soviet satellite, since human rights record (although it may get worse home·. Now that America knows the methods of 
the Sov-iet _gover'hment owns ninety-eight percent due to war-time psycho.logy) who were elected in choice for promoting def.I)ocracy, she can no longer ·. 
of the land, in Russia. 1984 into government by over sixty percent of the sit idle with clear conscience. Our dollars pay for 
What about the claim of political repression? What Nicaraguan people. The election was judged fair this war--and if the United States passe~ further 
of the allegations that the Sandanistas committed . by the Western diplomats who observed. Their aid to the Contras, it will not only be Ben Linder 
(according to Cap Weinburger) atrocio~s purges ,-c./ economic system is mixed, taking the virtues of who died; it will be the demise of _American morality. 
similar to the Khmer Rouge? The answer to this / socialism .(ie. income -distribution) and the virtues The Contras may have killed Ben Linder, but it 
is embarassing--our own government has lied again. of capitalism (ie. incentives, private property), is Congress that would have killed his spirit. 
''Tired of all this "/)ush stuff' . 
Michael] Rose is a Eco1:omics/Political Science major._ 
I don't know about the rest of the Democrat intead of Republican? Say if we could get them, who is to say they 
campus but I am getting a little dred we got Gary Hart. Now, how many won't start plugging something that 
of all this George Bush stuff people out there think that Hart they stand for, like Bush is going to? 
I realize it is an important issue with wouldn't be trying to do the same thing Everybody has a bias, whether they 
a lot of people, but enough is enough. Bush is doing for himself? You bet your want to admit it or not, and in a 
Personally, I am glad Bush is speak- eyeteeth he would A Democrat would , situation where you have a captive 
-ing here. Not because I agree with his kill to get to speak at a big school in audience who are waiting to hear some 
stance on a lot of issues, because I don't, New Hampshire, to e_xtol the virtues wisdom, it is pretty near i~possible 
but because he is a major figure in of the Democrats and the failures of not to let_the bias slip out. 
Amer-ica.n history. He is _ the Vice the Republicans. Politicians are quite The bigger issue, howver, is that it 
President of the United States, after transparent, after all _ was Gordon Haaland who picked Bush, 
all How many schools are going to get The idea at large is that a commence- and the student body didn't have a_ say. , 
the Vice President to speak. Only one ment speaker should be "non-partisan." Well, we know that, but I wonder, if 
- us. Doesn't that mean something? ' But, speaking as an English major, what it did go to a vote, who would this 
And there's all of that great publicity does "non-partisan" meanl--Nobody student body pick? Personally, I would 
we're going to get. Hey, some of us in this world is ~'non-partisan." Eve- have voted for somebody like Woody 
_might make it onto the six o'clock news rybody has some belief, some stand that _ Allen or Bob Dylan, but would they 
for spmething other than a criminal somebody else is not going to agree be available, would they accept, would 
. ·offense.Imagine. . with, be it politics, ecology, or child everybody. _vote with me? Hmm, I 
From the first day I heard that Bush care. · wonder. ' .. 
was going to be speaking, 1 knew what. Talk has gone about that the speaker Seriously, no two people agree on 
his angle was. Of coarse, he is using , should be a non-:.po_Jitician. Leo Bus- everthing. Just because some group 
this to increase his political clout in caglia was mentioned once. Now, f like of people want Daniel Ortega doesn't 
preparation for the presidential prim- Leo Buscaglia, but I know many poeole mean· that the whole campus would 
afies. You don't have to be a COCA who don't, and would be opposed to approve. The same is true for Bush. 
membertofigurethatout. But-we know him bringing in "lo-ve-politics" here. Nobody took a': vote, sure, bur what if 
his game, so no matter what he says, Kristy Markey said she would rather they did_? Would Bush come out on top? 
_it will be falling on deaf ears. Ever- have Pee-Wee Herman than Bush. If Who knows, 'but that is as question you 
ything he says wJll be af!Other notch that happened, I would personally form have to ask. . . 
of non-credibility for him. Way to go, a delegation and protest. It's no wonder I agree, Gordon Haaland was wrong 
George. · she didn't win Student B_ody President. in picking Bush without any consul-
- . . . _lj~st w,_on.d_e._.rthou~h, wlJµt il(jor._don . . /)ut how abo.ut a .rf!al rclebrity like _ .. , l,f/OJl ,v(/tlJ,_ sJ._qq_eIJt$,_pµ,t,/{c. -fl..i4 ,.dQ .. . _ 
1 l' . ,\t.';y;7 ,tl •~1.- , l< ·Ii >L 'l "JJ" " 'l> ~ -!! ~~ 1 !f (t.'_ 9 ,? ~'-"- ~.'I'.!;: '1-!/>. <; ,.,,,--. ,v,,_ ' Jd.,;:;e_ ,, ' ,,.;.-. -'l'l>',,;,i.t~~...:_~.,.Jf, <,~v·u,-• 1~ C '- \ t.::· ;,_ j- AT · • · • _' ' • ' ~ ' ~LJ •·. '; ···, It • . · . ·• · •• '· '• ;;.. ,!J;. I.. 1- . . ,1:.., 
• = :· .naa.1rana·11au-gon.e. tue ·otaer _way;.gone·•: · _,.n.uu'C-.ci ·•:rrC''f.1u-zB tJ..P .uJ1, -~.osoy .. ·.1.v'?w; , '." , .s.a11,1€Ju 1tfl8 'f<r:-Cr.Yj ·• co-m.mc1.H!a.ute~·,:,;·,·u:e;,:, 
by Step/Jen Melisi 
saved us from-getting stuck with, uggh, 
Pee- Wee Heiman. Bravo, Gordon. 
The bottom line to this argy.ment · 
is the seniors. If it really was put to 
a vote, I th/nk all the seniors would 
prefer to have no commencement 
speaker. Picture this: a commencment 
ceremony of about 20 minutes. Some-
body gets l!P and says, "Good luck in 
the future," or some such nonsense, 
we all hle up, get our phony diplomas, 
and go home. Let the partying begin. 
If this sounds at _all like student 
apathy to anyone, you 're right. I don't 
care about graduation. All I want~ 
do is be done .with school Four years 
has been quite enough for me. And if 
it weren't for my parents, I don't think 
I would go to graduation. For God's :;-• 
sake, I had to pay $8.50 for a cap and 
gown! $8.50! For SOfT!ething I'm only 
going to wear:--0nce. Now that's unfair. 
I'm going to protest. Anybody with 
? ' me. , 
Finally-, we rea!]y shouldn't look a 
gift horse in -_the -modth. -We've got 
Bush, h"ne; in a month it will be all over. 
In the meantime think about this. Guess 
· who my aiint is geitJ"ng to speak at her 
graduation? Ed Meese! Yeesh, call me 
a cab. · 
.· -~~'i:kt~·4,t_tfi>~t~s-~iliJ<~i:_i,~alifh·:ffiaJqr, ~:, : .., : -· ·: ~ .. ·~ ·.··;- -. '. 
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Chapman Completely Different 
By Jim Carroll 
Last night in the Granite State 
room a sizable audience expe-
rienced an exhausting mixture 
.of filmed Monty Python skits 
and live random anecdotes care 
of the deadpan and funny Gra-
ham Chapman. After an hour 
and a h alf of And Now Fo r 
Something Completely Dif fer - . 
ent , Chapman took the stage 
without the general's outfit and 
not dressed like a lady sitting 
in a laundrmat. He seemed more 
like a person who had just 
gotten back from running and 
wanted to relax and talk. It is 
a real talent to make a large 
crowd seem like an intimate 
conversation, but he did it and 
he did it well. There was nothing 
about his appearance that 
seemed planned. 
The way he accomplished all 
this. was in true Monty Python 
tradition. After showing a short 
clip of older Py thon ski t s he 
asked the audience to honor him 
with 30 seconds of abuse , t:o 
which the audience generously 
complied. After h a-ving _been_ 
i1.1sulted, pe lted.wi th wadded 
paper, and handed a small fish 
in a plastic bag he obviously felt 
much more comfortable. 
First he talked about what he 
has been doing recently . Of 
course one could expect that he 
has been working with people 
a Sit Out of ~he ordinary. He is 
in the middle of making a film 
about the Dangerous Sports 
Club; people who enjoy risking 
their lives in creative ways. One 
event he participated in and 
showed a clip of took place on 
_ a ski slope in St. Moritz Swit- . 
zerland and consisted of people 
in odd cl_o thes placing odd 
objects on skis and riding them,. 
down the slope. One couple rode 
a bed down the slope and rolled 
around in ei ther horror or last 
minute affection. Other people 
rode bath tubs and statues of 
. horses. All looked rather in pain -
after tumbling in the snow. · 
Admitting that he often hung 
around wi th crazed · p eople , 
Chapman also told of his fr iend-
ship with the_late Keith Moon 
and how he me t Moon at a 
benefit soccer match where 
Moon drove a ca r on to the 
playing field to join the game. 
He also told of being in the. 
penthouse suite of a ritzy hotel 
in London when Moon, being 
fed up with unsuccess ful at-
tempts to get gin from room 
service, wa'ndered out on to the 
ledge, down to the next suite, 
and borrowed a bottle. 
Chapman also demonstrated 
· a drinking game invented by 
medical s tudents in which a 
person could deposit several 
coins in a glass on the floor 
without using hands, feet, 
mouth, or anything one would . 
normally consider an appen-
dage. Monty Python has always-
been good at _ignoring taboos. 
Moving from one odd inci-
dent· to another, Chapman said 
that he once found that he had 
developed a rash on his neck for 
which he needed penicillin 
shots. Chapman is a certified 
doctor and so he was giving 
himself the shots. One day~ in 
need of syringes and in the 
middle of shooting a Python 
episode, he left the set dressed 
as an old lady, wearing his 
co lo nel's jacket, Wellington 
boots, · and carrying a pink 
umbrella and went to a drug 
sto re. By his estimation the 
druggist lost all respect for the 
medical profession that day. 
Some of his favorite sketches 
from the past shows have been ~ 
the dead p arrot ske tch, the 
ministry of silly walks, and the 
argumen t cl inic. T he cheese 
shop ske tch was almost com -
plete ly written with Rogers 
thesarus. The original idea for 
T h e· Lif e of Brian came from 
Eric Idle when he suggested a 
movie named Jesus Christ: Lust 
For Glory. He admitted to Th e 
Mea ning of Lif e being patcb y 
and incons is te n t , attr ibu ting 
this to tryi ng to write in a 
~committee .of six where nobody 
liked an,y idea thac·wasn' t their 
own. 
Chapman seemed to take 
pleasure in describin_g the 
talents of Ter-ry Gilliam. While · 
Gilliam is an outstaq.ding direc-
tor, Brazil wa~ confusing and 
odd. He claimed that worc;ls had 
never been Gilliam's strongest 
point, telling of the time when 
flying over The Great Lakes, 
Gilliam turned around and said, 
"Hey you guys, a whole bunch 
of water." John Cleese always 
claimed that Gilliam had a black 
.. and white view of the world. 
Something was either really 
great or really pissing him off. 
There was a lot of affection 
obvious in these put downs. 
There will be another Monty 
Python movie, said Chapman, 
the only problem being trying. 
to get six people in the· same 
place at the same time agreeing 
on the same things. Considering 
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that Chap.µ1an is still a very 
subtly funny and entertaining 
person and that the rest-of the 
cast is still active it would be 
safe to say that we can expect 
future mirades from this group 
of people. We can ~t least expect 
a film that is odd and offensive 




the band were present for the 
recent telephone mayhem. 
The ever articulate Curt was ' 
first asked just how doe.s one 
create such a strikingly imagin- _ 
ative moniker as Meat Puppets? 
The reply, "I don't rememb~r. 
I~ came right off the wall.'' 
So much for any grand designs 
on the colorful name. 
Aside from the group th~m-
sel ves, the doodlings which 
adorn the records' inner sleeves 
are also called Meat Puppets. 
Essentially, Curt believes that, 
perhaps like the band tJ'}em-
selves, the cartoon doodlings 
· are bad characters. 
Asked about the bands gene-
sis, Curt replies that they formed 
out of all the "typical stuff, like 
By Arthur Lizie song. If one must call them Phoenix. The band consists of The Beatles, The Monkees, Elvis 
What are the Meat Puppets? something, call them unpredic- brothers Curt and Cris Kir:k- Presley, and then later, Zepplin, 
Some new Saru-rday morning table. wood who play various multi- and Black Sabbath, and ZZ 
cartoon/product that all the kids Their brand new record is stringed instruments, and Topp." 
must have? A new kind of dog called Mirage. Mirages a_re n9t drummer Derrick Bostrom. Curt The visual medium has also 
food that Lorne Greene will real. Or are they? Do they hide also has the enviable job of had a great impact on the 
undoubtedly endorse? A bad something or do they create holding the group together with direction of the band. One can 
What do The Smiths think of something? Does it really mat- ·his wistful and oe.casionally - easily imagine the group as the 
the whole 'meat' deal? ter? At any rate, the record is harmonious vocal cords. Blues Brothers in the movie 
The Meat Puppets are non~ a powerful blend of the pre- On the occasion of the band's Blues Brothers, cranking out the 
of the above, or perhaps they viously_ mentioned musical current album and tour, the· tuqes in a hell hole such as Bob's 
are all of the above .. They're styles, with just enough of the latter of which will bring them Country Bunker. "We've ·been 
country and puhk an,d rock and qia,gic fyfeat Puppet ingredient to The Paradise in Boston on . influenced by movies like that 
After listening to all these 
varying styles of ~timulating 
music, the band obviously want-
ed to go out on the road. Curt 
describes the live show as an 
experience "like driving from 
New Hampshire to Wyoming 
without going to the bathroom." 
Brother Cris restates_ the 
feeling of the live show. "I,t 
blazes. We are must see, if you 
miss us, you' re left out. Some-
thing just takes over." How can 
one iniss the show after such 
convincing descriptions? 
One clue as to what a Meat 
Puppet actually might be per-
haps can be found in the song 
"I Am A Machine" from Mirage. 
Evidently, this song do.es not 
give the vital key . to Mea·t 
. Puppetdom. Says Curt, "Not 
everybody's a machine, just me. 
· Chris thinks he's a block of 
cheese, and Bostrom is a Mets 
fan, but there's no sense to 
shame him." 
Perhaps the fact that two of 
the members are brothers is a 
reason for the special chemistry 
in the band. A,sked about being 
in a band with your brother, Curt 
roll. Theire 'sh)ppy on stage, , t9111a,ke 'i_t special. It's a fun disc. Tuesday May 5, the band,. has "and Sp_i.naf._Tap, .a~d Elvis mo-
bu~ still very e.p joyable. They '.., Qne ·thing thac you can nail been doing interviews, ·much -yi,es, anq '.fhe . Monke_es _ J'V '',. '., Pl:['PfETS,J>age 18 
an( just as likf ly_'to play, .~ .. flank_,: Qn. .d1¢ ·group is that they are a like what you are currently show, ancl '"espet·ia~lly Ban.ana · ' ~ 
Wf iams soni as a Led ~epplin ttio from the ever sweltering reading. All three members of Splits, those guys were great." ··~: 
;v, 'l" Jt ~ t>• ,,-;_,,"f }''\"!, .~. 9, ' ; ':1 • ' \i,. ,., ~ (t~-$ ~ ~:t.,,,; ~l!j;,,._ °i' t"J.,:,7t)?\·'~~" ~\:, , ... , f,Jr•f~ -~ j"flJ:J1'\1' }~, ~-¢,' t./ ~:it~ ... \f..-f.,t;,.f~~~ -• • ,_: ♦ '- ~ l , \ '·t, '~ ~c~;:fJ. ~-54-~ JJf !t. r.\1,.4' ~, ♦. ,, f;-tt1~.'\1i1t~ flt, -~"i,' ~~ ._• ,"· t.:, Is!, f+." .,__, \~-, '·• .", '\ ~-•~ '-S"' ~~ i,"if.M_,. ~ •;.)\ii,) ~- ~.", ,":; -!,;~& 
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Music FromAmerica and .. Africa? 
<---..... 
The Replacements 
Pleased To Meet M:e 
Sire Records 
Ric Dube 
Between sax bleats of ''I Don't 
· Know," Paul Weterberg asks 
'some pretty tough questions 
· regarding the status of The 
Replacements. ''Should we give 
it up / Or hang around for 
more?" This is partially under-
standable and mostly absurd. 
True, eighteen months and one 
bitter personnel change since 
the release of Tim, the band's 
critically acclaimed pop mas-
terpiece, is enough to force 
Kassav with Georges Deci-
mus 
anyone to assess where they're 
coming from and where they're 
going to. However,' these lines 
from "I Don't Know" are the 
only signs of any doubt Paul may 
have in his band. Pleased To 
Meet Me is The 'Mats cockiest, 
hardest hitting album to date. 
Gutsier than Tim. while main-
taining it's perfect songwriting 
quality, .. 1Meet Me is easily one 
1of the finest albums of the year 
to date. · 
The absence of longtime lead 
guitarist Bob Stinson is missed 
only in the spirit of the band. 
Musically, Paul has fillec;l the 
gap to overflowing porportions. 
ish Two Tone groups of the 
early eighties. . 
Kassav creates a brand of 
music known as Zouk music. 
Toure Kunda Zouk is the creole word for . 
party. This musical style orig: 
Toure Kunda inates in the Carribean, specif-
Celluloid Records ically the islands of Guadelope 
By Arthur Lizie and Martinique. AltJ:iough the 
With a recent emergence of music is somewhat familiar, the 
emphasis on both African and vocals are not, probably becau~e 
roots music, -both the Toure they are sung in Carribean 
Kunda and Kassav albums ap- · creole, a blend of French and 
pear in the stores at_ a very · African languages. 
opportune time. Both capture · The themfl of Kassav With 
a lively and pure spirit in music Georges Decimus · is def ~nitely 
which America has just recently one of partying.~is stutf_plows 
discovered. Yes, there was life away most of th~ soulless ·daqce 
before rock and roll, not only music crea'ted in this country. 
in AII_lerica and Europe. Toure The band is comprised of three 
-Kunda capture a distinct African lead singers, and eleven piece 
substance and style,. while Kas- rhythm section, five horns, and 
sav: create a unique and very two dancers. The standout play-
.enjoyable brand of music known ers are Georges Decimus, who 
as Zouk. . anchors down the record with 
··Toure Kunda is comprised of his four compositions and bounc-
the singing brothers Toure, ing bass, and Jean Claude, whose 
Ousmane, Isma.il, and · Sixu, melodic synth solo perks life 
along with four other musicians. into "Satisfaction." , 
The music, this album, originally The record'.s highlight is the 
refeased in the early part of this first track, "Nwel." This song 
de_cade, is a unique blend of features bright, happy horns, 
African, jazz and Mediterrean rich, vibrant drums, and is 
influences. Not your typical sinfully danceable. It's Mardi 
dance club fair. · Gras all year long with Kassav. 
As with many African albums Other tracks included on the 
which find their way across the album are the ja~zy drum or-
Atlantic, the basic lyrical ·theme iented "Carnaval,""dance/ bongo 
is ·unity. For example, the song . extravaganza "Ka Dance," and 
· . '.'Kalo Ka.lo" is a "Diola warriors the overly mellow guitar track 
song from Casami,µ~e, urging "Moune La Fait Moin Di." 
village reconstructi~ , destroyed Although Kassav and Toure 
., :, by the enemy." T,hrs song has . Kunda come from very differ~nt-: 
.,. .. · :.·: 'a distinct Greek- f1avor in it's :.-"parts of the gl<?be, both are vital 
:·' :•·;:i'•l i: ~ .hiriling rhyth.tits,•ta,ind subt.le .. : -·- buil~ing b~?cks, _of ~he American 
:·/ \:,guita,rs. · . . , ,\ti' · . : .· music heritage _wh1Ch have been 
' 
Bassist Tommy Stinson, now 
well into the third decade of his 
life, turns in a solid musical 
identity he·re, proving his ar: 
tis tic maturity, especially on 
songs such as "Ca·n't Hardly 
Wait". and "Valentine." Chris 
Mars' drumming is finally done · 
justice through the production . 
efforts of Jim Dickinson. Crisp, 
tight, and full, The Replace-
ments finally sound like they 
sound like they want to sound. 
And how. . · , -
Weterberg's songs are still 
the fondly observed, mildly 
twi'sted snapshots of human 
em o t ion a n d · rel a ti o n ship 
they've always been, but this 
· record shows some of his best 
work ever. Truly doing justice 
to his admired friend, "Alex 
Chilton," this tune is one 9f The 
'Mats' catchiest ever, virtually 
defining pop as it never has been 
defined before. "If he died in 
Memphis, wouldn't that be 
· cool?" · 
Lyrically, this album is 
muddled, forcing the fan to work 
· hard to appreciate the words, 
but once the effort is ventured, 
the reward remains Westerberg 
qua-lity subsq.atial. Perfect 
rhymes and phrasings like, "I 
guess your guess/ is more or 
less/ as bad as mine," from 
"Never Mind." cover this LP, 
every song something worth 
total scrutinization. 
Obligatory crooners complete 
·rhe album's tough as nails to 
smooth as silk progression. 
"Skyway" is one of Paul's cryin' 
love songs, and ' '. Nightclub 
Jitters" fulfilis his requirement -
of one "reflective songwriter'' 
ditty per LP. Westerberg doesn't 
so much twist alliterations and 
_assonance (a la Elvis Costello) 
as he does simply see things in 
a more poetic and thoughtful 
way then other songwriters. 
Adding a dash of metropolitan 
blunt edge, he peppers his songs 
with lines like, "You're the 
coolest guy that I ever have 
smelled/' from "Shooting Dirty 
Pool." 
Only a songwriter as gutsy 
as Westerber1? would have the 
brass to write a song called "Red 
Red Wine." Bearing absolutely 
no resemblance to its namesake, 
(this song rocks) it'll be inter-
esting _to see if he ever writes 
a song called "Stairway to 
Heaven" of "Susususudio." 
From the opening twelve-bar 
· blues riff of "I.O.U.," it's obvious 
that Pleased To Meet Me is an 
album of conviction, an overt 
exp.r~
1
sioQ ~of w isdqrn · and the · 
'MATS, page 19 
_; 
--------PUPPETS------------
. (continued from page 17) 
replied, "We don'. t have to talk ment,. in so many words.
0
''1 love record company? "Absolutely. 
about it too much. It's Feal fun." touting. I'd be out on the road Since D. B.oon got killed and_ a 
, Chris also seems to have full time if I could be. It gives girl who works there got brain-'~ 
gained something from the a broad view of the national cancer and died a month later 
experience. "It's interesting. perspective." it has really changed. In the·· 
I actually have. known him It was drummer Derrick Bos- beginning, it was a lot ·smaller, 
forever. Some people might say trom who had the .unique plea- more of a groupy feeling. It was 
that, but it's true for me. It's neat sure of creating the cover for Flag and The 'men and all of us 
to see a band grow out of your the current Lp. The uninterpret- slugging it out on our ·own. I'm 
bedroom. We used to doodle on able cover was borne of a desire still friends with the Huskers 
guitars and pad fun record "to relax with a lot of abstract and whoever, but the feeling has 
collecting and stuff." doodling. I just made a lot and really changed." · 
The title track from the latest then painted it carefully." No- There was more of a unity , 
LP, "Mirage," does not lend thing technical, yet still quite evident in the company's 
itself well to interpretation, intriguing. younger days: For example, Cris ' 
·with ambiguities further cl9ud- AJso intriguing to Derrickare remembers, "In '81 we we.re 
ing the already steamy portrait The New York Mets . He is playing in southern California 
of the hand. Says Curt of his amused that the best baseball for about twenty people. A guy 
song, "It's kind of all encom- team in America are "hell bent was up front, screaming his head 
passing. It has a lot to do ·with guys who are successful and ·off trying to get people into the 
how we appe~r to people, and terrible so that everybody hates show. Suddenly this big dude 
witl) rock and roll ih general. them. But my first love is rock." ' in a flannel shirt comes up to 
It's also pursuing the muse and Cris' first love also appears me·with a big smile on his face. 
getting high and being thirsty." to be rock, but does he like all It was Mike (Watt, ex -
As on~ can see, the song touches . off the garbage that goes along Minutemen, now fIREHOSE 
all .b~s.es. with it, specifically interviews? bassist) bashing out with eve-
Ofte·n found wandering in the "They're fun. They let me rybody else. It was great." 
deserts near Phoenix, one might explore the vast caverns of my Cris has seen other changes 
expect thirst to have something mind." in the atmosphere around him, 
to so with the band. Are the Also fun for Cris was The some of which he quite enjoys. 
members crazy from the heat? Tour, a concert comprised of "Yesterday, I was interviewed 
Curt ponders, "It's hard to a vasr--number of SST label by Guitar Player and I used to 
escape the atmosphere here in bands. This illustrious moment read that mag. It's like Sports 
Phoenix. It's like both a big city was luckily captured on video Illustrated, you never think 
and the country. It's hard for and is a must see for any fan of you're going to get in it. It's the 
me to get real urban like Spring- early eighties progressive music. ultimate because it's me and 
steen .. I like Springsteen 'cause Of the concert, Cris says, "It was Curt. We'fe in Guitar Player . 
I can't relate to it. The urban fun making fat jokes at the end, now." 
imagery is so. weird, like We.a when _. you can see ...my love Perhaps that's what a Meat 
Side Story." There appears to handles·. The Minutemen were Puppet is-, someone who is able 
be no Joshua Tree sprouting really good. I was like getting to pursue their own dream and 
from their desert a:11 of your friends together to is amazed when ir happei;is. But 
· The touring in which they are see .who was the tallest." probably- not. In the end, it is 
· currently eµgaged agrees _with Th~ Minutemen were re.ally probablyuseless to try to classify 
•.::·· '/:·i :Other highlights1-:i~re "Turu," ove~look~d for too long. If not 
'. ': :.Ji~:.,d~atc;har:it m:<;>iflipanied by · ~o~th a lt~ten ~o broaden some 
!. :,, ··;ldrµim,~', t'Gii~dj,'. ' w.:lj,.~d~ feature~ · t1:~ed ~u~ical tastes, t_hen the 
i ;, :·. \'i:.l: -~~st~ly .melodib)!v,o~al; ~.ii.cl::· . pr<>, ~iscs are worth a ltsten f?r : r: ,/;;;:~wm:ij~.? ia/ 0pg i.$~O,'~~· s~t(e,.' .:, :,~he"sa,k~:. o.(~~q_ipe.~<_>~d_ ~~sic, ,, , 
\I i? iti~lJq1j:J~.t~y,infbi~ii~~~i;:t1~e B# t-fi f~gardless of the place of ongm.· ' 
: )
1
' '<, i1/'./'.:;::: i:', ·· ,; ''\'\f ::t·:;1;\·(:/,•\/:t:;. 
the band. Curt says that, "We're good, but they are ,no longer either the the st1n baked trio or 
going to go on tour and keep around. Also no I'onger gracing thei.r unique brand of music.Just 
playing. We're going to try to the doorstep of SS'.f are Husker liste·n an_d enjoy. That's the 
break it down so we don't have . D.u, .Henry Rollins and others. closest to a real answer to the 




_ /,• 11~s Cris_ vie;Ve,d a ~~apge ,ip tpe ~ _. q~es,tioq, ",~,-11l;\t ~re--~h~ Mt·~t 
Cns agrees -with tlils senti - atmosphere surroundihg the .· Puppets?" · • : ·. ·· . · ·, 
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Various Artists 
Tl).e New Bluebloods 
The Next Generation of Chi-
cago Blues 
Alligator Records 
By Jim Carroll 
There are no people with the 
deepne~s and raspiness of How-
lin' Wolf on this album. There 
are also no balsy Muddy Waters 
types or any Billy Holliday · 
clones ( dose on that last one 
though). There is an abundance 
of talented musicians on this 
album and an abundance of 
. sty) es. This group of blues 
people have dabbled in opera, 
theater, reggae, pop, rhythm 
and blues, and many other styles 
and have produced something 
more than blues. What it .is I 
don't know. The plaids? 
What this album has is some _ 
very good music, some bad, but 
nobody as distinctive as th~ 
people who made Chicago ~lues 
different from everything else. 
The album title is a bit mislead-
ing in that there a-re no blues 
monsters on the album, only 
blues musicians from Chicago. 
They could just as easily have 
been from Milwaukee. 
There is some good stuff here 
though. "The Only Thing That 
Saved Me" from The Sons of 
the Blues/ Chi-Town Hustlers 
is a white hot blues tune com-
plete with sc~eaching harmonica 
and lyrics delivered with the 
emotional turmoil of a man 
--about to die because his -baby 
is gone. It is a song with the _ 
common blues structure but a 
few harmonic changes that 
make it just a bit different. This 
band sounds like they would be 
killers live. 
The .only real problem with 
the song is also a problem with 
just about every song on this 
album. Who is this anonymous 
"baby" and why does he. or she 
keep leaving all these people? 
"Baby" is by far the most 
overused word in music and it 
would be nice if one day some-
body would at least invent a new 
cliche. The only song on the 
album that doesn't sing to baby 
is Melvin Taylor and the Slack 
Band's "Depression Blues." 
'~Nothing Left to Believe In" 
by Maurice John Vaughan is in 
definite. competition with "The 
Only Th.ing That Saved Me," 
smoothly combining spirjtual 
belief in baby with subtle and 
melodic guitar, sax, and vocals, 
all courtesy of Va ugh an. What 
the Hustlers do with pure . 
raunch and emotion Vaughan 
does with taste and tact. Both 
are excellent performances, it 
depends on the listener's _tastes 
and moods to decide which is 
the. better song. 
All of the performances on 
this album are professional 
quality, -but none of the others 
stand out as much as the two 
already mentioned . "Corner of . 
the Blanket" by Donald Kinsey 
an.cl the Kinsey Report is funky 
and slick, but possibly a bit 
ordinary. Kinsey has played for 
both Peter Tosh and Bob Marley 
as well .as Albert King, so his 
blues are much different from 
traditional Chicago Blues. Too 
bad he doesn't expand on all of 
these influences though. 
Vallerie Wellington and Glo-
ria Hardiman are the two gos-
pel/ blues beltets of the album. 
Of the two, Hardiman is the 
better. Backed up by Professor's 
Blues Revue, Hardiman doesn't 
need to sing her brains out to 
be loud and expressive. Welling-
ton falls short of this because 
she sounds like she is trying too 
hard. She has studied operatic 
singing and -has played Ma 
Rainey on stage and it shows. · 
Do you know 
what happens 
at the Student 
....... . . ... .. ... ... , . . 
THE NEW B L U E B L o · 0 .D S 
111ENEIYGNRA'IIONOFCIIICAGOBWES 
•~,k:h::ei Coleman•DilnolriK,,,~ey & fhe K,nsey Repof! •L,I' Ed cmd the Blue£1mperiols 
•D e" P.J¥•c,,, t,,xi •he 43rd S!reetBlue5 Bond•"rofessor's Slvos Rev,ew too•v•,ngGlono Hord,r .. oo 
• T"(' Sons o! Slues/Ch,-1own H1,st1ers•Me1v•~ loy!o• o~d th., $let( k Bcwct · 
•t\..\cv {<:e Johr. Vcvghr:• John Wotktns•VaJer~e.VvelH!\gton 
Backed up by a band that is too 
stiff to play a slow ballad well, 
Wellington is not believable 
when she sings about wanting 
baby back. Hardiman is com-
pletely believable, and a beau-
tiful singer. She sounds like sh~ 
could fill a room with sound 
with only a conversational tone. 
Other good songs ar~ "Wom-
an Loves a Woman" by Michael 
Coleman and "Young Thing" 
by Lil' Ed and the Imperials. 
Coleman is the former leader 
of James Cotton's band and a 
snazzy aranger of big band jazz. 
His song is a humorous story 
about how he loves a woman 
who loves another woman. His · 
frustration is obvious. "Young 
Thing" is a novelty song about . 
meeting a girl at a party and is 
probably the loosest, raspiest, 
and funnest song on the album. 
. The only song that is disap-
pointing is Dion Payton and the 
43rd Street Blues -Band's "All 
Your Affection is Gone." Payton 
is a bland singer and his guitar 
playing sounds too much like 
pop guitar to be interesting. The 
only thing that makes it a blues 
song is the ever present baby 
· · and three chord blues changes. 
With a few stand outs and a 
few mediocrities, The New 
Bluebloods is definitely an al-
bum of a new generation of 
blues musicians. They are still 
falling in and out of love with 
· baby and they are still cranking 
music out. They have absorbed 
Jimi Hendrix,James Brown, and 
Bob Marley; and have come up 
with something that comes 
from all those infJuences. They 
are blues musicians from Chi-
cago. 
~'MATS--
(continued from page 18) 
opin~ions: one-·~ .~tf!H~d :to, 
express with that d1stmctron. 
The first single from the 
album is" The Ledge," a moody 
piece depicting the more om-
inous side of existence and its 
r.ealization. Ttie fury .is in the 
fingertips, and this is the mo-
ment whern the band sounds 
· · like The Band. They mean 
. business now (like The Firm?>, 
af:).d this is the proof. · 
The production showcase 
here is "Can't Hardly Wait," . 
an older 'Mats song that orig-
inally appeared on their 1984 
release The S--- Hits The Fans 
in a live version. Then a typically 
catchy pop song, now it has 
metamorphised into an aural 
delight, featuring horns, strings, 
strategically placed keyboards, 
and harmonies that engulf the 
listener in the song '. s happy 
mood. 
·The chorus of "The Ledge" 
seems the inost representative 
explanation of the album's title. 
'Tm the boy they couldn't 
ignore/ for the first time in my 
life I'm sure." Tbese lines place 
Paul's convictions on a pedestal, . 
he fin ally knows where he 
stands; even if his stance · is ' 
doubting. He's met himself, and 
thankfully, he's pleased to make 
the acquaintance. 
Pleased To Meet Me is The 
Replacements most confident 
and mature record to date. It's 
a joy to the veteran fan, and the 
perfect introduction to those 
unfamilliar with their brand of 
musical perfection. Chris Mars' 
cartoon on the inner sleeve is 
· worth the effort of picking up 
the record on its own, but it's 
the music on the inside that will 
keep the listener coming back 
again, and again, and again ... 
. . 
··muc:h,•much m~re 
The New Hampshire 
. . . 
*****~~~*M.~~~*~***M'k1c~*.**#~#"ls#.~~~~~~tc*.,,. 
-
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LEAPING THE PA ·,s TME GREAT 
by Mike Peters 
I 
STRA~6F:,,, 
THIS ONE WAS 
-CARR's'f Ne 
A BOX OF 
FR05TEP 
F~AKf5,_ 
-by Berke Breathed . __ 
f!Y Jeff MacNel/y 
ENZIO 0OPONI 
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Sub letters: Are you pl-anning to spend a CONVERTIBLE-Picture yourself in a 1970 Work study jobs available-assist in re- ·ences by May 4 to North Hampton Town 
funfilled suinrner in Durham? We have the Cutlass Surpreme. Great shape, extras, search projects concerning Greenland Office, Atlantic Avenue, North Hampton, 
place for you! Spacious singles, and a ps, pb, Pioneer sys,em. $,2800 ,or best offer. an,d l.\nJ~r~tLc SQO\N_.and i.fe; poqd pay. ~p · ~N_H_0_3_8_6_2_. ---------'---
_d9uple available, in a.roomy house atDavis 862-4315 Pat. ' "' , .... , .:, 'l-- experi~nGj peces?ary. 80,ntact: E>r .• M.J. -:'-SUMMER CAMP COUNSELOR POS-I-
Wanted one female for summer sublet- . Courts. Ca:ll 'Srep~anie at 868-1433 for Rowing machine. E~cell~nt condifiofi~ $40~:, Speneii_ Roo'm~3'4:J; Science af'id Engineer a • TIONS in Manchester, N.H. Work Study 
end of May to end of Aug.-spacious, bright, more info. Call Marc 749-5016 before-9 p.m. ' ing Research Building, 862-3157 . preferred .. Contact Frank Mitchell. Pine 
4 person, 2 bedroom apartment-Red Summer Sublet in Durham: Apt. for 4 STEREO Excellent condition. Technics Need money? $4-.17 /hr., excellent loca- Island 4-H Center, 2049 Brown Ave. 
Towers, Main St., big back yard, parkin~, {-;i{![DPS!11/ twnt~I~~Rf%O,avi~ g9u,rt·, 2_gor bl'e°:.'.~<4o ·wattreceJ.Je,f ·$5'5 :'Sl>ea~etrs ' $:~HF 1.\"lso\}·c ·tio,~/very:Ue-~ible t:ie.urs ,1iU?.hi lbro9_k D_iniAg ~,··:Manchester. NH 03103 T-el. 627-5637. 
furn_,shed,, $155/ month or best offer. Cc!,II . bedroom~ livirig ·room, kitchen; :stw~y a~d ~·'. Pionee·r TSX~90, ~ai~~ea·~~,Ai ($200 niw)· \ ~tpJl:- ,N,.a~.,9iJ irtg·, -~~11862~ 1,890)ulia '~r :., . GREAT SUMMER JOBS! at popular boys 
Chns 868-_1857 - bath : $~,?Q/J.nonJhl p1rson (negotiable) , $75_ Call Marc 749:.,5016 ·betot~ g p.m. sv~_ve', · .;1;J-,· . . ·•·. . .. .... : . .- • :.; sur:nmer camp on Lake Winnipesaukee . 
S bl 2 ·· includes heat,/Mt ·triiater'. Open f6r J1,me · .. · · · ·, . . s · · · b· I . 'tt. "'•d"· ·· t -~,- W :t- · C D w ·tt B 2106 W If b · ummer su ets- apts. available, 2 people , , , · . . • · . .. ·'- · " FURNITURE SALE· Match"ing couch and'" . ummer, JO . persona 9are a en -an ·. n e. amp e 1 , ox o e oro,. 
ea h d t D h I t. bl July,, . August.CalICher,yl.at868-5@,50 .:: · . · ··· ·: . , .. d· d,;- f d' bl d • p , · .NH ·03894 (56·9-2681) . c, ownown uram,ren nego,a e, , .. ·. ':•,' · .. , ., .... , . loveseat.H3inch>colorTV,Doublebedanc;L,_; nee . ~ or 1sa e person .. _ ay __ Is . . . . 
Call Cathy at 868-3165 or Beth at 868-3442 Durha_m 2 bed~o~i:n,:~pa_rtment, $?,~ ,!170~_tt\ \':'·more:'°<::a·II 868~.i35.Z2 (Dan). .: . $5.0'0/hr,,fjex.ible:~~9.urs. Call_ ~re_9. ,at __ 868~ _ ·Earn $480 weekly~$60 per hundred cir-
s bl t P t th $175/ th plus11.mo.ritb, q1:1iet.and r,nature ·p_e-rso_:r;_1, , ·• · '.'. · · -- " ··. 1986 .evenings·, .. -." · ·.,.. ~ ·· · ·· ••:" · 1 ·1 d G t d w k th ummer su e - or smou , mon , . , . . . · . - . .:••·i.' ,1,, , , COMPUTER 'fERMlNAL-Zeflith ZT ~ lOO .- ' .: .. _ :,: ·· . , ... , .. . . - . . ·.cu ars ma, e . uaran ee . or a ome 
includes heat and hot water. 3 r-ooms . availayle J.une 2, 1987-Call 868-7Ql:t1 F - · . · . i?,· · . ;_. -~, . . .~:.; :"4-· ' Work stud:; pos·i-tfo'ns ·research·inci: New arii:i participate in our company project . . . .. . ' /'-'"' .;'' .- f\dJUStq,ble b9.~d, built ,tn; &utodIaler f!')~deJD, . . , ; , ; ·;_,_. , ·., . . _available. Five minute walk to downtow_n 
and K-Van . Call 862-2505 or 868°2845, 
ask for Beth D. or 868°6028 ask for Sarah 
K. .,··· 
Summer.sublet u1 g.over: Spa~:~~forl!"t>)l _;;·\· . .JT'luch mor~, Lfke new. ·Make otte:r•,.l!171arc H~i;nps_hIre coast:aJ' flil ar.s,h. ·Hy~rol- mailing circulars and assemb.iin'g 
great roommat~s ,_ .li~in@ ~room,:kitch~fl , ·4 _7~4:g.:5o) 61bet~1~' g p,m,> _;, /~i, 0,9¥~ ~i~_i?9.Y available._ ~ull time surpp1~r •. , materials.-Send stamped self addressed 
bedrooms., dn Kar.1-var:i route $185" month, · , ~r~ , - , .... ":' ~"", .c. .• par:_t !tme academ,c.,Cali-Chns _862-3956 _ · envelope tq JBK Mailcompany·, P.O. Box 
' ijtilities. included. Contacf Al 862-431 .2 Cond-0s 1 ana-,2 bed. Minutes from.@ampus ·. · · · -•~- · ·, · , • 25,:Castaic, California 91310. 
· in ' Dover. A.youhg adult commun1t-j. Ur:iits UI"/.~ Sa1lor;_s wanted / Hey y9u. guys yv~ere . 
For Rent: Large four bedroom apartme'nt ,',,
0
,0uality l/ving -in new duplex 3.5 miles from almost new. Call. Century -~ l .. Henries~ey, are you? _A ,c0r:ic.e{ned -boach is looking . Need strong,_ handy, mecha_nical mal~ for 
in Dover. Newly renovated with large living.·. campus. Kids ok, fully fumished; pet ne!L 'downtown Portsmouth ,431 ~21-21 _ Make . for. a semI-t,ransparer.it .sailing team. Pa,ge,. ~. ya~d work, nd1ng mower, odd Jobs, parttIme, 
rooms, dining room and kitchen. Call days, . ::n~tj- smo·k'arS; $·62-5/mo·'nth plut l.Jtilitis . oext_ta l['s•r,ent/&darq an -invest·rri·e;t that Col.Jrt~ev,, ,Lucy,-Bill,;.-'-Pat, ._Tiine, ~ike, Amy; ·.starting anytime. Call436-8500 days-Kristl 
742-3636 . . ., .. . AV~iiabl~' ~ay''24-Aug: 22:·cali 65,9-593i · · ·• w·ill pay y~u· back! $50,900·10 $s2,9o6'.· ' · Chri's·;·Marl'<'; Addie, Be:e. How courd you? · ''SUMMER OPPORTUNITY-Fine residen-
Planning to spend the summer in good ol' AGR-Summer House, Rooms for rent. For David , Tony , Dan, Chris, Jim, etc .. _ ..Too tial camp for girls_· in -Vermont seeking · 1979 Diesel Rabbit. Cruise control, air ·1? s Durham? Well, I've got the place for yo'ut informat.ion cail 868-9859 and ask for Steve much work? Can you say sa, · · ~re you women couselors/instructors, mid-June conditioner, 5 speed, 4 door, sunroof._ F · f · b UNH It's a mostly furnished apartment on Main or Shawn. can . or more in ormat,on a out ttlrol!gh mid-August. Gymnastics, tennis, Excellent condition, looks almost new. High s -1- c 11 R · s 862 2031 · St. The apartmet will be availableifrom May AGR-Room and Board, fall semest·er. Call a, mg, a ecreat,on pots. . - sailing, riding, canoeing, waterfront, drama, mileage. New front brakes, tire~. sta_rter 
21 to the end of August and it costs $170 _· _ 868_9859, ask for luk~ or. Shawn. _, , etc. Must b.e seen. $1500 or bo. Call 868_ This isJhe ,.sy.rnmer job. you ,haye been ceramics, arts & crafts, fieldsports, tripping 
a month per person for two people. • ..:. ' . ,; ., :.·. ,'. Z: ·. . ,_. :~ ' . ' . · . ·. 9854 or 4485, ask for Laura. waiti~ij Hiir. The piark:Cafe and: Gr@c,e·ri~ .; i_nstructors. Non-smokers, good character 
. Durham summer subl"et-Madbury Road , Wells, Maine. Looking for female roommate --------------- in St. M.9-ry, Montana, on the east side of ~nd love of children. Call Lochearn Camp, 
to share apt. overlooking ocean. Summer '81 Plymouth Hori:20n, 72 K, no rust, runs_ Glacier National Park is now hiring, with (802)333-4211_. beautiful, spacious house, 4 bedrooms, $ ---'----'------------ · . or l.or;ig.,. te~m. $250 p.er mon.th .. C&li,a,fter --·~ weJI,, 1_1 ~O or. B_O. '86 2~" Bike, N~;,hbar positions; a.v. a.liable ir:i the cafe, giH .stQ_ re sundeck, washer/dry"er. Great price! Call 9:30 even ings. . ., Mountain Bike, $275_ Mike ·868_6098 • . ·Enthusiastic? Bright? Come join our team Kim 862-4225 ~ -----"'-------'----- -------~------~ and gas station. Call Kathry17 at (916).675-' selling top of the line crystal and china . 
Bedroom .in •spacio·u;:; Durhqm· hci'use fo·r · 1979 Yamaha Enduro 1Q5. Runs-and looks 0410 to learn more about this ·great jot;> · Wat erford Crystal, Kittery outlet center. 
the summer. Large k'itchen ,'. living room, great. Asking $550. Call Dave 868i 362'.1 opportunity. / · (207)439-6558.- ' Durham summer sublet-Rent negotiab.le, h B' 1 · G t I ·ch · . 3 bedrooms, full kitchen, lots of space, good pore · ,g , awr.i . · rea peop e, eap pnce- 1977 Mercury Marqui:s, air conditioned, The Education Department is lookin_g f9r 
• · Ne§otiable. !Sall Jim 868•214,~. riew tires. Very reliablE!. $1 _00 or best. offer. a summer -w __ O'_.k study sludent to assist fn locat ion, cal l Matt 862-4563, Irene 8(>_2~ •· 
4501 .or Christine 862-4562 . BEiautiful Summer-Sublet-Main St. down- _Call Joe at 868-7253. . the ~eorganization of office spa'ce. The 
·town Durham , new/furnished apt ., 1-·3 · 1979 Cutlass stationwagon . Exc ellent student sho.uld be willing to pack files and Summer sublet-June 1 to Sept, 1, 98 Main -,· ·· -1 F 1 1', $170 ; b d · G 1·· ff' . spaces av?t . ema es on y, mo- . cond ition. Very reliable. $500 _ Call Rob move oxes an equipment. ener.a o ice 'St., Newmarket, 1 bedroom, living room, r.ie.g0;t. Please call Paula, Kris or Teresa at 868_7253_ ,. responsibi liti es may also be included. kitchen, bathmom, $325/month-1 person, ,· a:t 868_7389! ·~t'-· { · · · --------------- Please stop ·by Morrill Hall/Education 
$162.50/month-2 people, Call Peg. S. dc;t.y: - 1980 R·e_d Ford Mustang in goo.d sttape. Department to, talk \yith Micki Canfield. 
926-7777, night 659-2446 Great Apt. ·Available June 1st -Summer Asking $2000 or best offer. Call 6.59-7369 
Sublet. 1 bedr~)Om-$150/month incl.udes 
Summer sublet in Durhqm, $175 mo, single heat and hqt water-2 great room·mate·s. Telescope. Celestron -C90. Many acce-
rooms, 3 openings. Call Qave or Kevin 868- Close to D~rham & Ports .. C~all days 742 _ sories. Exce llent condition $4·95. Also 
3621 2060, nights 742_9608 . men's 10'speed bike, $50. Call 742-4927 
IBM PC Jr Computer Color Monitor, iBM 
pro printer incl. software, word processing, 
data base and much more. After 4 p.m. 207-
Single room with bath- no smokers-female 
June 1 $225/month, Sept 1-$325/month, 
868-29'50 after 5 p.m. · 
Dover summer s:ublet. Duplex with 4 
bedrooms. VERY NICEI Contact Mike or 
John, Room 236, 862-4091 
Cheap summer sublet in Durham at Davis , · 
Courts, bea1Jtiful apartment with 2 spaces MsN - ' 
~~~~able' Call Caroliae Or Joyce at 659· . , ~ Eu Si/Jjir;;J/ 
BeatJtiful newly renovateg_ house in Dover. STEREO Exce llent condition . Technics 
. large kitchen, dining room, living room, " 40 watt re_ceiver $55, speakers $40. Also 
four bedrooms, $185/month/person plus Pioneer TSX~.90.~ar speakers ($200 n~w) 
utilities. Available June 1 Hardwood floors, $75. Call Marc 749~5_016 qefore g p.rh. _ · 
bay window, on Kari-Van route. Call Sarah 
at 52.4-9698 evenings 
HELP!-We are looking for a 4 bedroom 
house to ren-t beginning June 1 or Aug. 31 
either in the Durham or Dover area. PLEASE 
CALL if you are leaving and not returning 
next year. Noreen, Keith, Tony, Catherine 
at 862-4426 
1980 Dodge Colt wagon (large) by MitsLi-_ 
6ishi, autom,atic, 2.6L·engine, air, roofrack, 
, r,io ·ru,s{ $1950 or best offer. 868-5122 
Rowi~g machine .. Excellent"condition: -$40 . 
Call Marc 7 49-5016 before 9 p.m. 
Apt. furniture for sale. Ca.II Mary El_len at . 
868-6236 
384-2514 
1980 Honda CX 500. Exe. condition. 
luggage rack, S-bar, new tires, windshield. 
$975. 942-76-14 evenings. 
1978 Datsun F-10 hatchback_ Parts car . . 
First $100 takes it. You haul it away. 679-
5642 nights and weekends. 
· HELP WANTED 
· Earn up to $8,000 next school year 
managing-on-campus marketing programs 
for .top national companies. Flexible part-
time hours. Must be Jr., Sr., or Grad Student 
._ The 'Education Department is !ooking for 
a surnmer ·work study student t-o assist 
research project by entering data into a 
computer. The student must ha,ve had a 
course in computers. arid in "statistics . . 
Please call 862-231 O to set appointment 
to talk with Paul Dempsey. 
Man?ger wanted : for popular Hampton 
Beach sub shop 6-6 1 /2 days per week 
through Labor Day $300-$400 weekly plus· 
bonus D.O.E. also as manager. REisume . 
to Box 226, Rye Beach, N.H. 03871 ._ · 
Need mature, warm person with knowledge 
of chi ld develpment to care tor infant and 
toddler in my Lee home in exchange for 
very re,asonatlie rent in separate apartment. 
Needed Tues., Wed. , Thurs. 7:30-4 p.m . 
beginning fa ll, Call 749-9224. · 
RECREATION staff tor ,North Hampton 
Summer Program being hired: July 6th to 
August 14th, weekday mornings, approx. 
Camp Counselors; : The joys and chal-
lerige_s of molding the lives of young 
ch fldren in a posi'tive way. Help nurture 
a 6j, ild 'q self -esteem while exReriencing 
personal self-growth. For more informatiofl 
caJI Child and Family Services of N.H ., 
Concord, N.H.; 224-7479. Ask aboqt Camp 
Spaulding, serving children since 1921. 
Educational Talent Search,. an on-campus 
program helping disadvantaged students 
wit·h col lege plans, has two summer 
WORK-STUDY positions open. Job in-
volves office responsibilities including 
contacting col leges and students. May 25, 
1987 - June 26, 1'987, 30-40 hours/week. 
$5.00/hour. Contact Carolyn Julian at 862-
1562. 
.Earn $2.50/wk this summer. Be a personal 
care attendent. No ·experience necessary. 
Meals included. Duties are: Van driving, 
bea.ching , funning and personal care 
(yuck!). Cali Dan 692-4764 evenings . 
Summer Work Study. Child care positions. 
Avaiable starting in June working with 
children age 1-6. Salary· range $4.50-$5.00 
per hour. 25-35 hours per week. For 
information/ application, call Little People's 
Center 868-5412. 
SERVICES 
22 hours/week. Director: $160/week. Asst. 
Director: $135/week. 3 Aides, minimum 
age 16: $90/week. Resume and 2 refer-
·-, -- LOST AND FOUND 
THE FAR SIDE- ·By GARY LARSON . 
'5-1 ©1987 Universal Press Syndicate 




,. A ?Lur, BER ~ 11 ~Al'l) 'wA LL'/ · ,'' ps H Aw 1• 
AN\/ fv\o(Z~N C-AN UN~L04 A .t>M\N !'' 
Lost-Keys two GM ke-ys and a honda 
motorcycle key lost near library or area 
I11 .-.Please cal l 862A315 Pat. REWARD! 
_MINI FEST 87 this SATURDAY from noon 
until forever. The Mini-Dorm circle will be 
hopping until we can't m·ake any more 
noise! Join the party! 
_ Guitar instruction-Study with a G.l,T. grad. 
Technique, impr_ovisational concepts, 
harmony & theory~ ear training. All levels. 
Call _NOW 659-7 442 
Joi.n the League of Conservation Voters 
·i,n our efforts to enact national acid rain 
-· .. legislation, reduce household t0xics . 
. Nation's largest environmental political 
committee needs qualified, committed 
- people to fund raise and organize. Help elect 
environmental le;:iders to federal and state 
offices. Summer and permanent, full-time. 
Training , benefits, advancement. $-160-
.$400/week, M-F 1:30: 10:30 p.m. Call 430-
8312 , LCV, 48 Congress Street, Ports-
mouth, N.H. 
Professors/students: Too busy for typing? 
• Call 332-WORD for your wordprocessing 
needs, Accurate, fast service at -fair prices. 
Carpentry, painting , home improvement. 
· Top quality work ai a low pric·e. Free 
estimates. CaU Charlie 433-2214 evenings. 
Contraceptive Services-Confidential, high 
quality care by trained and sensitive staff, 
sl iding fee for exams, supplies and birth 
control pHls . Call for appo intment. The 




MINI FEST 87 this SATURDAY from noon 
until forever . the Mini-Dorm circle will .be 
hopping until we can 't make 9ny more . 
noise! Join the party! . 
- i\Safe-R;des offers confide~tial transpor-
. tation fo(those who chose not to· drive 
under the influence, or chose not to ride 
with those who are under the influence 
of alcohol or drugs. Call us Friday and 
Saturday nights from 10 p.m.-2 a.m., 862-
1414 
Safe-Rides no longer offers Thursday night 
service. If you need a safe-ride home on 
Friday or Saturday nights from 10 p. m.-
2 a.m. call us at.862-141 4 
MINI FEST 87 this SATURDAY from noon 
until forever . The Mini-Dorm circ le will be 
hopping unti l we can't make any more 
noise! Join the party! 
MINI FEST 87 this SATURDAY from noon 
until forever. The Mini-Dorm circle will be 
hopping unt il we can 't make any more 
noise! Join the party! · · 
Graduation gift idea! "Images of a Univer-
isty: A Photographic History of the Uni-
versity oLNew Hampshire" .. . $25. Also, 17-
minute video cassette of UNH History .. . $1 0. 
Book .available through: The Cat's Closet, 
Barnes & Noble Bookstore, and book and 
tape available from Univ_er.s~:; Com·mun" -. 
ications 862-1463 
MINI FEST 8Tth1s SATURDAY frorn noon 
until forever. The M,ini-Dorm circle wii'I be 
hopping until we can't make any more 
. _noise! Join the party! 
Friends don't let friends drink and drive . 
SAFE-RIDES, Thursdays through Satur-
days, 10 p.m.-2 a.r.n . Call 862-1 414 -
Have you or a friend ever driven or been 
driven to a party or bar and been too 
intoxicated to drive home? If yes, next time 
call SAFE-RIDES at 862-141 .4. We operate 
Fridays and Saturdays between 10 p.m.-
2 a.m. 
MINI FEST 87 this SATURDAY from noon 
until forever . . The Mini-Dorm circle will be 
hopping un-ti l we can't make any more 
noise! Join the party! . 
THE NEW. HAMPSHIRE .FRIDAY, MAY- 1 ! 1987 
CLASSIFIED 
Financ ial Aid: _sou rces iocated for fresh-
men /sophomores by computer. Reaso-
nable rates.-Money back guarantee. Aca-
demic Fundsearc h, PO Box K. l? lymouth , 
N.H. 03264 
MINI FEST 87. this SATURDAY from noon 
until forever. The Mini-Dorm circ le .will be 
hopping until we c an 't make any more 
noise! Join the partyl 
Safe-R ides is a free and conf ident ial 
service for UNH students that arc intox-
ic ated and should not be driving, Fridays 
and Saturdays, 1 0 p.m.-2a.m. CALL 862-
1414. -
MINI FEST 87 this SATURDAY -from noon . 
until forever. The Mini-Dorm c irc le .will .be 
hopp_ing until we can't make any more 
noise! Join the party! 
Sk ippy, I mean the stud , Hi ... th ese past 
2 weeks have been special to me too. Just 
1 thing. Tell me again where I stand? Have 
fun at your PD with your X (let's keep it that 
way) but not too much fun. Rest up for my 
LISA L.-I know this is your first time, but PD on Saturday ... or no jello snort snort 
here it is. Hope we have fun tonight. Dave. Congratulations Melissa and Jay-recipients 
P.S. It's only money. of the 1987 Jerre Chase Awards-UNH won't 
Congratulations 1987 Spring Pledge Class be th e same without your " outstanding 
of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity service!I " 
Congratulati ons PI KE Pledges for spring Open House at Alpha Chi Omega Monday, 
1987. You, have come a long way. Keep May 4th, from 7-9 p.m. Bring a friend. 
up the PIKE tradition Laurie-H ere 's yo ur perosnal , kid! Hope · 
~lt'_s_n_o_t _ni __ ce __ to_ch_e_a_t ~a-'t j'--a_ck_s_. - - -~ .• your future holds many' aquatically saved 
fJear #5, in th e co ld of Snively you keep li ve s. Maybe som eday I'll see that new 
me a li ve, I wish I kn ew yot,1 , to look into b'athlng suitl-UNOHOO 
you~ eyes of blue, your blonde curls above, MGB-Thanks for a great weekend . HP 
would surely make us fit like a glove. Your was geat-l 'm glad : got to share it with you. 
butt is so round, so firm,,and s·o smooth , Get psyched for summer weekends there! 
I can't wait .to meet 'cause I got a point to By the way -you owe me for K-Buggies! 
Top Dollar paid for your textbooks!! Sell prove. I don't want to be forward but I think laaly! Love TGM 
your books ·at the U.NH Bookstore after your your real nice, come on _sweety won't you - To a guy named Mike F.,d have one birthday 
exams and enter our drawing for a mem- roll my dice. Until we meet I' ll continue to wish, 1 hope it is a happy day, how'd you 
_bership atthe Franklin Fitness Cenfer. miss you, so until we meet check the next 
Buyback Week-May 18-May 22. issue. I' ll be watchiog you as always at 
Adoption : We 're a loving ·happily married Huddleston today at noon, so don't be a 
couple, academic physician and psycho I- prick and burst my· balloon, 
ogist. Eager to adopt wh ite newborn. Mike, 1 cou ldn 't have asked for a better 
Confidential._Call collect 212-724-7942 cocktail party date. I'll get on the floor with 
Carpentry, painting, home improvement. you anytime!!! Love, Debbie. 
Top quality work at a low pr ice. Free Kathy at McLaughlin 28-The funny bones 
like to see a.play? (grease) Love Leslie 
Warner is looking for a good plastic surgeon 
to sew his two faces together-let 's hope 
he finds one bef9re next year 
Watching Warner's actions is like watching 
a tennis match. Defeated Non- renewal , 
supported it during the election , voted 
against it the second time through. 
- --------- ------
Warner-This is c rude way to ask y_ou fo r . 
· an editorial explaining your actions. 
Congratulations 1987 Spring Pledge Class 
of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity 
Watch out women of UNH! There is a new 
found "scooper" rampaging this campus. 
He l~arned the trick at BU-and is back on 
our lovely turf-ready to ravage. Be on the 
look ou1.. he' s about 5 '1 0" dark hair,, nice 
looking. Hangs out'in WSBE! 
So Mr. Aiesec-l 'm not supposed to know 
about your scooping ihis past weekend! 
Why? Afraid I might put a pb:c::onal in about 
it ? You bet! More power to you! Molester 
The legend of NUI Wui lives on 
NUI WUI was last seen by the Field House 
with a California golden tan balancing a 
pineapple _on his head. 
N-UI WUI has been seen qn various parts 
of the campus hiding behind his shades. 
Have you seen NU I WUl-neither have we. 
. Congratulations PIKE -Pledges for spring 
1987. You have come a long way. ,Keep 
up the PIKE tradition 
To the sk it kids, you will all feel the wrath 
of the pencil thin this evening. Beware of 
the perma-marker--for faces only. "I wish 
I had a pencil thin mustache." Love Jimmy 
B. and Tommy A. Whooo doggy, it's a 
benda. 
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenir:igs .. __ won't get stuck anymore because now 
If you. are forced to have sex, are sexaully 
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk 
to a woman who has been trained to help 
in these situations, call 862-1212 day. or 
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUN-
SELOR. 
there are Yodels. Stupid personal. .. Huh! 
MINI FEST 87 this-SATURDAY from noon 
until forever. The Mini-Dorm circle will be 
hopping unti l W'? can't make any more 
noise! Join the pqrty! 
Bo (Dave C.) confuse me some more 
please! You 're a tease! I hope our 'rela -
tionship' is more than just politics! I think . 
we should talk-he doesn't do anything for 
me. The Babe 
To the C.A.B. Meeting tonight on 16th hole 
to devise plan to destroy comrade Barrett-
-Shydallieh, Loooomaas, coooonti, Dar~y, 
Rosie, Allllles, Gooldie Gouldie (bubble 
butt), and the rest 'o the clan. 
Don't want to drive home with an intoxicated 
driver? Call SAFE RIDES at 862-1414, 
Fridays and Saturday, 1 0p.m to 2 a.m. 
MINI FEST 87 this SATURDAY from noon 
until forever. The Mini-Dorm circle will be 
hopping until we can't make any more 
noise! Join the party! 
Happy Birthday , Michele! Love , Mary 
O'Malley.· . 
Earwig--Pee Wee loves me! PeE:l Wee loves 
me! You are a nerd, but I think I'm. getting 
used to it. Thank God I'm not the tofu type, 
though--what an ·awful thought. I am NOT 
like Uncle Fester. And if I hear one more 
word about it, no more yum yums. Carolyn. 
To my "CO" in 311 Congreve. I'm looking 
forward to Hell-ish time at camp. I love you!! . 
John 
Congratulations PIKE Pledges for spring 
1987. You have come a long way. Keep 
up the PIKE tradition 
Heidi in Hitch 202-Congrats on ECAC! 
Good luck at New Englands! Remember 
me aft~r you win the gold! CF5T 
N-Do you always kiss girls ten minutes 
.after. you meet them? Are you always so 
forward or were you drunk? The underwear 
hanging by your bed suggests the first. 






For 87-88 Academic Year 
Council_ Chairperson PositiQns in: 
* Academic Affairs 
*Financial Affairs and Administration 
*Health and Human Services 
*Judicial Policy 
*Residential Life and Dinin9 . Services 
*Students for the University 
*Campus Transit Authority 
and Commuter Affairs 
.ltpplications available in the Student Senate Office, Rm. 130, M l)B. 
Deadline: May 1st 1987 
· . To the DZ B-Day girl, In honor of that big 
day that happens in everyone 's life once 
a year I grant you permission to skip your 
next Analysis and Moviemaking classes. 
OOPS, You've already done that ~nough 
this semester. Ahh . .What the heck .. . do it 
again. But don't expect any more help frof)1 
me (ha ha) because I' ll probably skip it 
- too. 
Leave my son alone you .. you ... you .... brutes!. 
Mrs. Jones 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, _MAY 1, 1987 PAGE TWENTY-THREE 
··. University Comics-~., 
Jumpin' Jake. 
llD\.J D LO A Rf '(Dv? € I 6HT? l 1HIN K 
n's l lME ~ov 011) SOME. GROWING vr. 
'l<>v KNOw',AS llfE 'fEARS lo 3Y, 
'IOIJ JIIST C.ET OLDER ANO OLl)E'R 
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The 5 inches of snow that fell Tuesday melted very qu~ckly 
\Vednesday afternoon. (Craig Parker photo} 
t sports stats 
every -Friday 
·::_:_.:;:; .. ·.-·_.-.... 
".ffllt,N ew.Hampshire . 
......................... .. ,.,,,,•, .•. ········ Spring has returned after a winter flashback. (File photo) •,:,::,:,:,:,.;-:-: ..• :-: .. ,•\ ... ,.:,:,, ... :•:•:.,,:•:•:•::,:-:-:-:•. 
END OF SCHOOL HOVtN4 Ol/1 SALE AT 
. ~ 5hMi~ 
~' · 
A ~ingle exam 
score maybe 
• more impor-
tant than your 
hard-earned 
GPA . . Metro Coast to Coast sweat___tops Reg. $34.00 now $14.00 to $17.00 · 
take $5.:off alltwomen's jeans priced from $10..00 to $36.90- includes suspender jeans and 
St. Mi·c_h~I cotton overalls reg. $42.00 now $29.00 
cotton jumpsuits by Metro Reg. $30.00 now $16.00 
men's Hobie swimwear reg. $26.00 now $1 5.90 
tube sox reg. $2.79 now 3_ fof $5.00 
OP corduroy shorts reg. $"25.00 now $18.90 
All Levis 20% off 
All Generra tops 20% off 
Air sweat shirts $1 .00 off now $9.00-$15.90 ---~ 
.Q, . 
.-. jean. overalls. 
U-, ___ A_UL 
GAPS gives you the 
knowledge, confidence and the 
competitive edge you need to 











D Send more ittlormation ----Mail to: GAPS Center 500 3rd Ave. W. 
I Box34057 I , Seattle, WA 98124-1057 VISA or MC orders call: · 
I · (800) 426-5537 x 1241 I (206) 281-1241 from WA, AK, HI, PR 
I YourName I Address_~-----• 
City ____ State _ ZIP_ I I Course, 
Shi~ninu• 
I Subtotal I Wash. State residems add 7.9% sales tax 
I • Regular-UPS 3 weeks, $7 (no P.O. Boxes, AK, I HI, PR addresses) 
P.O. Boxes, AK, HI. PR-Postal Ddiverv J weeks, $14 
TOTAL ENCLOSED (U.S. Dollars) 
I Rush-Federa1Express5days,$Z I for MCAT, $14all ·1 orhm (no P.O. Boxes, AK, HI, PR) , 100% MONEY-BACK 
I GUARANTEE 2471 I .. ____ _ 
~ ~, /' /',,.. f- / . .r I I •. ~I' l" / / / • ,:. .,. , ~ .l,r ,~ ,." ' • 4' t i 1 i f f .,t ... llilllllll ____ .. __ •_d_., l_i'_, ..... • -•- • -• -• •-------..-..-J~~~..,.111111111!1~/lll!ll!II, -'~--!11!11■-1■. •-J .. ·11111' ..-.:1 .. ~----11111!![111----lllllli. ....... ~ /</ '! /:' !;II:.'<,":/•:•,/ 
" , .. : ... ~ ' ; 
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--,-------BUSH---------------
the Commencement Committee 
Wednesday, April 29, to offer 
suggestions for changing the 
current process. , 
According to Robert Keesey, 
assistant to the president for 
administrative affairs, the Com-
mencement Committee will 
mee~ again Wednesday, May 6, 
" to discuss these issu.es. 
"An earnesf effort is being 
made to consider the issues 
raised, to take positive action 
toward reviewing what we're 
doing now and to look at pos-
sible changes to improve the 
process." he said. 
'·'I think it is an honor and a 
. priviledge to have the Vice 
President speaking at our gra-:-
duation," said UNH junior, Paul 
Gigis. "I don't care if it is an 
election year, he holds the 
second highest off ice in the 
cou·nrry. I'm happy he's com-
ing." · 
"I feel his speech will be 
geared towards his campaign 
more than likely, but UNH is 
getting as much out 6f it as he 
is. Bush lends a· certain prestige 
to the University because he is 
the Vice President and he is 
elected by ·the people," said 
graduating senior, Jim Santora. 
( continued from 3) 
George Bush as a presidential 
candidate. 
"Personally," McCabe said, 
'Tm glad he's coming. I'd be 
proud to have ariy President or 
Vice President speak at gradua-
tion '.regardless of his political 
party. I don't think there should 
be a protest inside the com-
mencement forum, especially · 
if that protest is going to disrupt 
the cereoony for fellow stu-
dents who . are graduating,"Mc-
Cabe. added. 
'Tm in favor of Bush's speak-
ing," ·said graduating senior, 
Speaker" "I don't want to see _ · 
the ceremony interupted," said 
Stratton, "it will detract from 
the point of_ graduation for 
family and friends. Graduation 
is an important time for a lot 
of people, we are proud of the 
students who are graduating and 
we are proud of the University. 
That's the way graduation 
should be," said Stratton. 
Write news· · I 
Steven Crosby. "I think he's 
intelligent enough to know 
better than to make a campaign 
oriented speech. For those who 
do protest I'd' like to see them . 
do so by not attending gradua- , 
tion. It would be a shame to see . · . I the protest get out of hand. My parents and relatives are driving I . · 
a great distance and I'd hate to ~ . ' 
see the ceremony made unplea- d t 
sa1_1;t fo,r ~hem," Crosby said .. · · 0 SpOr S 
He s as good as the nexr guy ·. · _ 
fo~ 
as long as he doesn't start 
campaigning," said graduating , 
senior, Ted Crocker.- MHe's. 
intelligent and has a lot to say 
if ·he uses \t right," added 




We hav_e moved-please note our new address 
T~Shirts 
• Hoode~ Pullovers • Totf's • Baseball Caps 
• s-atshirts • Golf Shirts• Aprons • Custom Designs 
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertl91119 Items . 
In -House Ari Qept 
603/431-8319 
Au_!umn Pond Park. Rte. 101, • Portsmouth . NH 
-- -- ·.-. .. 
was last seen 
) ' 
'Tm prouc! UNH was able to 
get the Vice President to spe~k 
at my graduation.'_' Santora said. 
Ed McCabe, Chairman of the 
Young Republicans here on 
campus said, "We are support-
ing George -Bush as the com -
mencement speaker but not yet 
as a presidential candidate." 
Althm1gh students seem to 
have a variety of reactions and I 
opinions regarding this year's -
commen.cement speaker, theyl 
seem to share a common con- OP Nllf Nl/f WEAR is now available at 
McCabe said that does not 
mean the Young Republicans 
:will not eventually support 
cern for the process by which .. 
he was selected. · I H h 1111 
'Td like to see both faculty . a·mpS Ire-
and. students stand together to 
change the process,' 1 said Dori 
Stratton, graduation senior and 
member of "Students For A.._.,.._"-!!!!!1!1-=::&a!l------.a: 
Non-Partisan ·Commencement 
WHAT ARE YOU 
GOING.TO PUT ON YOUR _., 
\RESUME? _:.. 
The SAFE-RIDES PROGRAM is seeking responsible students 
to fill executive positions forthe 1987-88 school year. Gain · 
valuable managem 1ent skills., and serve your community by 
helping to save lives. Qualifications-must have good leadership 
and communication skills. 
Co-Chairperso.n:- Driver Coordinator-: 
'. 
-serves as an advocate for the ~af e· Ride Program 
to all appropriate off ices,-organizations and 
groups. 
-Responsible for yveekly scheduling .of drivers 
-Recruits and selects student dispatchers and 
drivers. · 
Marketing .Coordina.tor: 
-Develops and implements marketing plan to ·· 
advertise the Safe Ride Program. 
and dispatchers. 
Apply at the Health Education 
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The New 1987 Models Of 
Our Best Selling Systems. 
Bi·gger. Better. And Now At 
Great Introductory Prices~ 
For years the Kenwood "Spectrum" series .high-
performance rack systems have been our best-
sellers -- because they deliver more power, more 
features and more performance for -the money. And 
the new series of '87 is even better. They all feature · 
dual cassette decks and. stunning riew light-finish 
cabinetry. Most fe<;1ture ·preamps and high-output 
power ·amps. All of them are available with CD player 
(optional on Spectrum 36). And many come with a 
."unified" remote that controls the whole system 
plus Kenwood video components. Don't miss out 
on our special introductory prices! 
Prices Good Until May 10th 
Spectrum 664 System: direct-drive linear-tracking automatic 
turntablt:; 125 w / ch power amp; preamp with video sw1tCh1ng 
- and 7-band equalizer; q\Jartz-synthesized digital tuner; 
dual cassette deck with Dolby NR; hish performance program-
, mable compact disc player; floor-standing 4-way column 
speakers; cabinet in simulated blond $
1 9 9 teak; wireless remote that controls ,o . entire system. 
Spectrum 36 System: ,semi-automatic turntable with low-mass 
tonearm· 100 w/ch integrated amp with 7-band graphic equal-
izer--and1LED·power meters; quartz-synthesized digital tl!ner; 
dual <;assette deck with Dolby NR; 3-way floor-standing 
speakers in simulated blof1d teak; matching $649 
audio cabinet with wood top. 
Spectrum 56 System: semi-automatic turntable; 125 w/ch . 
power- amp; preamp with 7-band equalizer; quartz-synthesized 
. tuner· dual cassette deck with Dolby NR; programmable . 
compact disc player with 3-beam pickup; 3-way floor-standing 
speakers in simulated blond teak; matching s149 
audio cabine~ with wood top, glass door. · . 
r 
-1986 Model Close~out! 
We just m~de a special purc.h.ase of last year's top-of-the-line 
Spectrum 85 System. Quant1t1es 
are limited . .S61d in '86 for S1,599. 
Preampwith 7-band equalizer; 
150 w/ch. power amp; digital 
turier; dual ciuto-reverse cassette 
deck; CD i:2layer, linear tracking 
turntable; 4-way column $Peakers; 
cabinet; full-system remote. 
$1,199 
26-lnch Monitor TV: Professional-quality high 
resolution •Color TY monitor with flat-square tube 
for increased picture linearity. Includes MTS stereo 
decoder, multiple inputs & $ 79 9 
outputs, wireless remote . 
SRC-5 Monitor Stand: Also 
holds VCR, tapes. Reg. S99 ... . . .. ..... $39.95 
Series 7 "Midi-System": Terrific new compact, high-performance 
components that interact (via computer and wireless remote) 
in amazing ways. Includes linear-tracking turntable; digital tuner; 
50 w / ch amp; 9-band equal izer; dual cassette deck (will record 
2 tapes at once) with Dolby B&C; 
CD player; 3-way speakers; full-
.system remote. 
.•. ··•·•· ·· ····•~{t'f\\+, • 
. . 
.·•::, :\\(,,> })( 
51,195 
oe1tw1 &kt~ II 
. At participating Tweeter stores 
Not responsible tor typographical errors 
NASHUA 
520 Amherst St. 880-7300 
MANCHESTIR 
Mall of NH 627-4600 
NEWINGTON 
Fox Run Mall 431·-9700 
SOUTH NASHUA 
Pheasant Lane Mall 888-7900 
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The women's ~crew team 1is cu~rently :'looking ahead 'to the Easteros. )Coach John$quad~oni is 
trying to find some consistency. (fi!e photo) · 
---------WOMEN'S LAX-·· ----
(continued from page 28) 
"They can pass well and they of athletes," Anderson said. 
see the field well Vyhile playing." ''They like to run and they are 
The Big Green are 10-3 this strong. They can really go to the 
season; losing against UMass goal hard." 
earlier in the year 14-10.Junior Anderson believes this tour-
Julie Clyma has 43 goals and 4 nament is up for grabs. "A lot 
assists to head the Dartmouth of th-is weekend :will be played 
attack. _ on emotions," she said. "When-
Massachusetts.'· record is 8~ you get into the post-season 
4 and they are led by senior co- tournaments, anyone could walk 
captain Lisa Griswold who has away with the win." 
3'1 goals to g0 with-J.O...as-sists,. - r-,---~'th€, Wildc.aJ-.s,,,hav~ W.Q.Q. s_·x~-
-· "UMass is a team made up of their last seven games and_ 
they sport a 10-3 record entering 
the tournament. "The key to our 
recent success is that we've been 
able to practice outdoors," And-
erson said. "We've only had six 
outdoor practices all season." 
·Anderson recommended this 
weekend's tournament to 
anyone and everyone. "If you 
-don't know much about lacrosse 
or if you like the game, you 
should come out to the field and · 
wa t:ch,.' '._she said: "~ ou, should • 





By Peter A. Katz 
'With two races left before the 
:Eastern Sprints, the equivalent 
·of the playoffs, the women's · 
uew team is trying to become 
,more consistent. , 
, Varsity coxswain Lori John-
son said, "We have been incon-
sistent. We have had a lot of ups 
and downs, but the good days 
have been really good." 
Although she said these days 
have occurred on race days1 the 
women have only lost to Nor-
theastern. They have beaten 
Smith and Mt. Holyoke. 
Johnson said last year's team 
was more consistent, btit this 
year's has more potential. 
. La:st year at a San Diego 
regatta the women's varsity boat 
came in fourth. J:his year's boat 
came in seventh. Varsity coach 
John Squadroni said this meant 
this year's team needed more 
work. · 
This is an impor~ant year f~r 
the women's t~a!l)., because they 
are now a D1v1s10n I school. 
·Besides rowing against most of 
'the Ivy Lea,gue schools, the 
women will compete in the 
Ei3-stern Sprints on May 17 in,. 
Worcester. 
. Although Squadroni sa~d that 
.some of the best crews rn the 
:country are ~t that race, he is 
:looking beyond to the Nationals, 
•one week later. 
Only the first six finishers 
are invited to the Nationals, but 
Squadroni is confident. "If we 
get consistency, we're going to 
be a finalist," he said. 
First, though, the team has 
to do well in the next two races 
to get a seed jn the Sprints. The 
race against Princeton this 
weelend and Dartmouth the 
week ·after are also import~nt 
because it gives the team more 
.competition on the water. 
"We continue to row better 
and better with more time on 
the water," Squadroni s'aid. 
MISSED TME GAME?' 
find out who won in 
The Ne1Rr Hainpshire-
Sports .J 
Jarostchuk goes to St. Louis in 5th round 
The St..- Louis Cardinals made Ilia Jacostchuk their fifth-
round pick Tuesday. (Hank Ellsmore photo) 
Jarostchuk, shown here alongside Paul Boulay, will head to 
mini-camp May 19. This will be his chance to show the scouts 
what they selected. (Ronit Larone file photo) · 
Remaining games: 
Men's lax - 5/ 4 at Harvard, 5/6 at Dartmouth, 5/8 
vs. Vermont 
Women's lax - 5/1 & 2 ECAC Tournament, 5/6-16 
NCAA Tournament (pending} 
Baseball - 5/2 & 3 at Hartford, 5/5 vs. Plymouth St., 
5/7 vs. Holy Cross, 5/9 _& 10 at Northeastern, 5/12 
at So. Maine, 5-13 vs. Dartmouth 
By Rick Kampersal 
· Many dream of it · and some 
come close. For Ilia Jarostchuk, 
t.he graduating defensive end 
for the Wildcat football team, 
the dream turned to reality late 
Tuesday afternoon when NFL 
commissioner Pete Rozelle 
· stepped to the podium. "The 
St. Louis Cardinals, picking in 
the 5th round, se'lect Ilia Jaros t-
chuk, New Hampshire." 
Going in th,e fifth round 
excited the 6-foot, 3-inch 240 
lb. Jarostchuk, but he was sur-
prised to hear that he was the 
property of the Cardinals. "They 
didn't stout me as much as 
Buffalo, Green Bay, Cincinnati, 
and Dallas did," he said. "Dallas 
impressed me the most because 
they did their homework on me. 
They knew me inside and out." 
They also sent _him some 
"fringe benefits." "They sent 
me stuff like calendars and 
posters of the cheerl~ders," 
he laughed. 
· According to Greg Glady-
siewski, public relations director 
for the Cardinals, tea·:rns often 
go with players they don't ~now 
too much about. "There are 
always going to be teams that 
go by different scouting re-
ports," he said. 'Tm sure that 
teams like the Packers and the 
Bills picked guys that they didn't 
really look at." · 
In his four years under Coach 
Bill Bowes, J arostchuk compiled 
impre~;sive numbe✓rs. In 3 7 
career games, he wa.s in on 204 
tackles (29 for losses totalling 
157 yards) and constantly creat-
ed mayhem for other teams. 
Last season, his final one, was 
somewhat of a disappointment 
for him. Midway through the 
season, he went down with torn 
muscles in his shoulder, keeping 
him out of action for the rest · 
of the year. 
, Despite his season-ending 
in jury, he made a number of area 
all-star teams, including 1st 
Team All-Yankee Conference, 
ECAC Conference, UPI All-
New England, and AP 2nd· . 
Team. _ 
For J arostchuk, the constant 
running around, flying, and 
waiting by the phone was the 
worst part of all of this. "That 
wa:s my biggest worry," he said. 
"Here I was working out for any . 
coac;h that wanted me to, flying 
all over, and waiting. I was 
worried that I might not get 
drafted after all of the hard work 
I put into it." 
UNH Head Coach Bill Bowes · 
tells his players not to get their 
~opes up too high. "It's hard 
not to anticipate," said Bowes, 
a former Penn State player' 
under . Joe Paterno. "They 
shouldn't expect much, even 
when they get drafted. They still 
have to make the team." 
St. Louis Cardi_nals scout Larry 
Wilson, who did most of the 
scouting on Jarostchuk, admit-
ted that Ilia lacked experience, 
but his aggressiveness should 
compensate. "He's a green 
football player," said Wilson. 
"But he loves to play the game. 
He has shown enough desire 
and hard work that we think he 
will improve and become a very 
good player for us.'~ 
"We're switching this year 
from a 4-3 defense to a 3-4," said 
Gladysiewski. "Ilia could con-
tribute in that. We have people 
like E.J. Junior, Freddie Joe 
Nunn, Anthony Bell, and Nikko 
Noga there and they are good ' 
people to learn from." 
Jarostchuk will fly to St. Louis 
to participate in the . Cardinals' 
mini-camp from May 19-23. It 
is his moment to shine. "That 
will give us a good look at him," 
said Gladysiewski. "It's very 
important for him to be ready 
to play in the pre-season 
games." 
As for the injury, Jarostchuk 
doesn_'t think too much about 
it anymore. 'Tve been working 
out all this time and it has yet 
to bother me," he said. "I think 
I'll be strong enough." 
J arostchuk feels he has no 
choice but to not be intimidated. 
"There's no way I can afford to 
be," he said. 'Tm sure there will 
be an anxiety . build-up, but all 
I can do is do my best and let _ 
them take care of the rest. I've 
reached my first goal. Now .. " 
Laxwomen host EC.AC's 
By Paul Sweeney 
The best women's lacrosse 
teams in New England are 
playing at UNH this weekend 
in the ECAC tournament. Start-
ing today at 1 :OO;, th~ numbe:-
one seed and host Wildcats will 
play fourth- seeded Harvard. 
ln the second game, UMass, 
seeded second, will play against 
third seed Dartmouth. · 
Ultimately, it is UNH's goal 
to take this tournament, which 
would likely buy them a bid to 
the NCAA tournament which 
starts Wednesday. 
In their first game, the UNH 
women take on Harvard, the 
only team of the group that the 
'Cats have not played this sea-
son. 'They're a very strong and 
very fast team. They're also 
relatively young," Wildcat coach 
Marjorie Anderson said. 'Tm 
hoping we can play well and if 
we do we should beat Harvard." 
The Crimson have a 9-3-1 
record for the '87 season includ-
ing a 10-"8 loss to UMass, the , 
only team in the ECAC's that 
Harvard has met earlier. Har-
vard is led by junior Kate Felsen 
who has scored 30 goals ?1ith 
· 17 assists for 47 points. · 
Dartmouth meets UMass in / 
the following game, the · winner 
to take on the UNH-Harvard 
victor in the finals torporrow 
at 1 :00. Anderson knows the 
squads fr~m Dartm<;>uth and 
UMass can be dangerous. Dart-
mouth beat UNH 8-6' earlier in 
the season and the 'Cats man-
aged to squeeze by UMass 5-4. 
"The Dartmouth team is very 
well skilled," Anderson said. 
WOMEN'S LAX, page 27 
The ,women's lacrosse team will b~ hosting tough Harvard, Dartmouth, and UMass squads 
,ip~tJi~ ECAC .tournament today.and tol:norrow:. ,(file photo) · 
